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qew Concord mother charged in alleged murder plot

KRISTIN TAYLOR
tff Writer
A 65-year-old New Concord woman was
irged with solicitation to commit murder
lowing a Murray Police Department
iercover investigation that revealed she
:gedly wanted to hire someone to kill two
/enforcement officers.
Annie Wyatt, 65, of New Concord, is
irged with two counts of solicitation to
nmit murder of a police officer, three

counts of obtaining a controlled substance Rollins. He said in an interview Monday
by fraud, second-degree trafficking a con- that the incident stems from a previous drug
trolled substance and falsely reporting an arrest.
Wyatt's daughter, Debra Wyatt. 36, of
incident, according to a release from the
Concord, also was arrested Friday. She
New
arrestShe
was
Department.
Police
Murray
ed Friday when a grand jury indictment was was charged with two counts of obtaining a
controlled substance by fraud and being a
served.
She is accused of wanting to kill a persistent felony offender, according to
Murray Police officer and a Calloway MPD.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
County Sheriff's Department deputy,
according to MPD Detective Capt. Eddie Department, Murray State University Public

Safety, Tri-County Area Drug Task Force.
and Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms assisted MPD with the investigation.
Annie Wyatt was arraigned in Calloway
District Court Monday morning on the false
report charge, a court spokeswoman said. A
preliminary hearing was scheduled for May
11 for that charge. She will appear in
Calloway Circuit Court May 10 for an
arraignment concerning the solicitation .to

commit murder and drug-related offenses.
Debra Wyatt also will be arraigned in cir- •
cuit court May 10. Annie Wyatt remains in the Calloway
County jail in lieu of three different bonds
— $500,000 cash bond for the-solicitation to
commit murder charges. $10,000 cash bond
for the drug offenses and $500 cash for the
falsely reporting charge — a jail spokesman
said Monday afternoon. Her daughter posted bond Monday and was released from jail.

Jnderhill makes Top Teacher
:ourt appearance

session of anhydrous ammonia
with the intent
to manufacture
methamphetain
mine
Calloway
A
County.
Marshall
County warrant
Underhill
him
charges
KRISTIN TAYLOR
with possession
aft Writer
A Hardin man charged with of methamphetamine pre cursor,
empted murder after allegedly first-degree possession of a conening an anhydrous ammonia trolled substance(meth)and possesik in the presence of three police sion of drug paraphernalia.
He remains in the Calloway
ficers appeared in Calloway
County jail on. a $100,000 cash
strict Court Monday morning.
During an arraignment, a prelim- bond for the Calloway charges and a
try hearing for Charles Underhill, $10,000 cash bond for the Marshall
, was scheduled. The preliminary County charges, a jail spokesman
said Monday afternoon.
aring will be May Ii.
Underhill was arrested Friday
Underhill is charged with two
escaping from a window at a
after
a
of
murder
attempted
of
unts
dice officer, attempted manufacre of methamphetamine and pos-

ardin man
ices attempted
uurder, meth
iaking offenses

II See Page 2A
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The following are events
'hich may be of interest to the
)mmunity:

• Murray-Calloway County
John
CEO
ospital
'Shaughnessy will be the feared speaker for the Chamber of
ommerce's Business@ Breakist on May 5 at 7:30 a.m. in the
lain ballroom of the Curris
enter. Call the Chamber for
dditional information.
• West Kentucky Rural
lectric Cooperative will have a
lanned outage at its East Murray
Jbstation on Thursday. The outge will begin at 8:30 a.m. ,and
.st about four hours. The affectd areas will be Ky. 121 passed
ew Providence Road, New
.oncord, Irvin Cobb Road, Hwy.
80 passed East Elementary
chool, Murray-Paris Road,
hoemaker Road and most other
reas east of U.S. 641 and south
f Ky. 94.
The outage is required to
hange poles and repair insula)rs on the transmission line proiding service to the East Murray
ubstation. In the event weather
rohibits work from being perymed on Thursday, the outage
rill be May 7.
•To report a newsworthy note
)r the Town Crier, call 753-1916.
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Hazel's
warning
siren is
repaired
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
HAZEL. Ky. — The City of
Hazel now has a working emergency siren to alert its citizens.
After having no luck acquiring a
new siren through grant funds, the
city council decided to have an
electrician look at the siren to see if
it could be repaired. According to
Mayor Harold Pittman, the old siren
had short-circuited but was
repaired.
"When the roof was put on, the
light for the flag tied into the same
circuit and shorted it out," Pittman
explained. The light was disconnected and the short was repaired at
a minimal cost, he said.
-That's a lot better than spending.
$10,000 on a new siren," said commissioner Nancy Mieure.
The council was also informed
that there was some money available through a county grant to allow
for radio transmitters to trigger the
siren in emergency situations.
Pittman said those radios are being
ordered right now and the city is
already scheduling a siren test.
In ,other business, the city council passed a resolution supporting
the submission of an application for

.HN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times phot,

a congratulatory hug from Principal Yvette
Calloway County High School arts and humanities teacher Carol Bonds, right, receives
award is given each year to a teacher
The
Year.
the
of
Teacher
Pyle after being notified that she had been named 2004 Wal-Mart
has impacted students being a
teacher
a
how
with
Schools,
County
Calloway
from within the Murray Independent Schools and
Store Manager Michael
accompanied
who
Bybee
Sharon
Wal-Mart's
is
left
the
to
Shown
major factor in the selection process.
Stringer to CCHS Tuesday.

Nurses rally to discuss MCCH changes
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Many local nurses fear the quali
ty of patient care will suffer because
they worcy the Murray-Callowa
County Hospital administration
believes they are interchangeable:
among specialized units.
More than 80 hospital staff members, mainly nurses, rallied together
Monday night at Chestnut Park to
express their opinions that the hospital was backsliding on its
advances with its staff members and
treatment because of anxiety among
the workforce caused by uncertainty.
Shuffling staff members from
one unit to another in a cost-saving
effort compromises the talents and
dedication of nurses, some at the
rally said. "Specialty areas are areas
where we can excel," said Betsy
Scroggins, the hospital's house
supervisor. "They are a standard of

EVENING
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
4-3-4
4-2-5
4:
Pick
Pick 4:
2-1-6-7
5-3-4-3
Cash Bali:
4-18-28-30 Cash Ball 5
GET Ysm.LOTTO TICKETS AT;
Jr. Food Mart 114
1302 Main St.• Miura%

— Betsy Scroggins
MCCH House Supervisor
care nationwide. Specialty areas
seem to have been dissolved at our
hospital as of last week. Labor and
delivery is no longer consideretha
special nursing area. Emergency
care is no long considered a special
nursing area."
Other nurses echoed Scroggins'
concern."Everyone thinks a nurse is
.1 nurse," one nurse said. "Yes, we
can all take blood pressure. We can
Al take a pulse. But there are innate
things that come with your experience and knowing what kind of

patients you are going to treat."
Scroggins. who has been a registered nurse for 19 years. said she
and other nurses are concerned CEO
Jon O'Shaughnessy and his staff are
making clinical decisions without
consulting the nursing staff.
Shuffling staff members into unfamiliar units could create a chain
reaction of other things, including
liability and licensing issues, lack of
continuity, of care for patients. and
competency concerns for nurses.
"It seems our current administration thinks a nurse is a nurse," she
said. "Yciu Nave to have a medical
background to make clinical decisions."
Eighty-one people signed a list of
priorities Monday night in support
of unity among the nurses and other
hospital staff members. They want
patient care to remain important.
nurses not to be pulled to different
areas unless they volunteer to cross
train in other units, full-time nurses

to work 36
hours, the continued goal to
be for the hospital to be a
center of nursing excellence.
nurses to be
treated as professionals. flex
time to he O'Shaughnessy
allowed. PRNs
to be used as needed, units to he
allowed to continue on-call practices and continued education to he
encouraged and allowed.
"I realize by standing up here I
have put my job on the line. That's
OK with me." said Scroggins, who
organized the rally. "I hope the
administration sees this as a positive
thing. I am compelled to bridge the
gap between nurses and administration.--

III See Page 2A

III See Page 2A
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WEATHER
Tonight will be
partly cloudy with
a chance of rain
Wednesday will
LOW: be partly cloudy
with highs around
80
Thursday will be
warm and windy
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Wife of kidnapped
contractor begins trip to
Germany to see husband
MACON, Miss. (AP) — Hours
before
Kellie
Hamill
left
Mississippi for Texas on the first kg
of a journey to Germany and a
reunion with her husband, Thomas
Hamill called home with a mild
warning for his family.
"He said he's doing good hut that
he had lost a little weight in all
this." said• his mother. Phyllis
Hamill, who spoke with her son
Monday. then turned the phone over
to her daughter-in-law.
"His kids looked at the picture
on television and said with the
beard arid all, it didn't look like
daddy. But he looks pretty good to
me."
Thomas Hamill. a contract truck
, MIllt RAN
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who
driver
spent
three
weeks in captivity
in
Iraq
before managing his own
escape, arrived
Monday at a
military hospital
in Germany for
a checkup and
Hamill
treatment of a
gunshot wound.
Marie Shaw, spokeswoman for
the U.S. military's Landstuhl
Regional Medical Center, said
Thomas Hamill would likely be
able to return home by the end of
the week.
The 43-year-old civilian contractor was expected to reunite with his
wife at Landstuhl on Tuesday, officials said.
"This has been answered
prayer," Kellie Hamill said Sunday
night. "I can't wait to see him and
get him home."
Phyllis Hamill said her daughterin-law's would get a passport and
travel papers in order in Houston
before leaving for Germany.
In an interview Monday night on
CNN's "Larry King Live," Thomas
Hamill's
aunt.
Coleene
Higginbotham, said her nephew
"seems to be in very good condition. Kellie has talked to him several times and she says he talks just
like his normal self.- But she said
Hamill's wife had not yet left
Houston.
Hamill's
cousin,
Rhonda
Cooper, added the family doesn't
know exactly when they'll see
Hamill.

II Court
From Front

t..

RivieraCourts residence. Police
pursued him on foot. He and another suspect. who remains at-large,
allegedly opened a tank of anhydrous ammonia, which injured three
Sheriff's
Marshall
County
Department deputies who were
serving arrest and search warrants
as part of a drug round up v;ith the
Tr -County Area Drug Task Force.
Related to the same incident at
Riviera Courts, Amanda Rae
Edmonson, 22, of Murray, is
charged with hindering apprehension for allegedly assisting Ronnie
Sharp Jr., 29, with evading the
police Friday. Sharp is wanted on an
attempted murder charge for exposing the police officers to the anhydrous ammonia.
appeared
Edmonson
also
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By The Associated Press
NAJAF, Iraq (AP)— Shiite militiamen fired several mortar shells at
a U.S. base in Najaf early today and
at a city hall guarded by Bulgarian
troops in another Shiite city.
Elsewhere, four U.S. soldiers died
after their Humvee overturned during a combat patrol, the U.S. Army
said.
The sporadic overnight shelling
of the U.S. base in Najaf followed
intense attacks Monday by militiamen loyal to radical cleric Muqtada
al-Sadr, who pounded the base with
mortars and fired rifles and machine
guns. No U.S. soldiers were killed
in either attack. U.S. officers estimate about 20 Iraqis were killed by
U.S. retaliatory fire.
In Karbala, 50 miles north of
Najaf, the city hall and the police
headquarters, which are guarded by
Bulgarian soldiers, came under
mortar fire before dawn today,
Bulgarian Defense Ministry spokeswoman Rumyana Strugareva said.
No casualties or damage were
reported after that attack which lasted about ten minutes. Al-Sadr's
forces have battled coalition troops
since the occupation authorities
sought his arrest last month for the
killing of a rival cleric last year.
North of Baghdad, four U.S. soldiers of the 1st Infantry Division
.died from injuries sustained when
their vehicle rolled over Monday
night during a patrol near Khalis.
some 40 miles northeast of
Baghdad, the military said in a statement.
At least 759 U.S. troops have

•• •
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Vehicle accident kills four Americans

Monday morning in Calloway
District Court,
where the judge
scheduled her
preliminary
hearing for May
II. She is being
held
in
the
Calloway
Sharp
County jail in
lieu of a $5,000 cash bond, a jail
spokesman said.
Area Crime Stoppers are offering
a $1,000 reward for -information
leading to the apprehension of
Sharp, according to the task force
He has two past Murray addresses
and is described as a white male 5foot-11 and about 175 pounds.
Anyone with information about the
suspect should call MurrayCalloway County Crime Stoppers at
753-9500 or Marshall County
Crime Stoppers at 270-527-COPS.

died in Iraq since the war began in
March 2003.
In Najaf, U.S. commanders said
they are holding back fire to avoid
serious clashes in the city, which is
home to one of the most holy Shiite
Muslim shrines.
"I think every soldier here understands the sensitivities of the situation," said Lt. Col. Pat White. He
added that U.S. troops would
"maintain our defense posture" until
someone "much, much higher than
me makes a different decision."
The Tuesday shelling was light
compared to Monday's sharp clashes.
White estimated that 20 militiamen were killed in the Monday battle — based on bodies and "watching young men fall after being hit.He said there were few civilian
casualties because troops were
using precision fire.
In
Fallujah,
Maj.
Gen.
Mohammed Abdul-Latif, who
opposed Saddam Hussein, took over
as head of a new force that will
replace U.S. Marines in the city,
subject to a final background check
by U.S. officials. Abdul-Latif would
replace another general who may
have been involved in Saddam-era
repression.
During a brief news conference
in Fallujah, Abdul-Latif condemned
the brutal killing and mutilation of
four American contractors there last
month, which triggered the threeweek siege of the city. However.
Abdul-Latif said the people of
Fallujah collectively were not to
blame.
"The people of Fallujah should
take pride in the fact that that mutilation was condemned from every

AP Photo

Lt. Cpl. William Blackmon from
the 3rd Battalion 24th Marines
stands guard with a machine
gun at a position at the
entrance of the Abu Ghraib
prison on the outskirts of
Baghdad, Iraq, today.
(mosque) pulpit," he said. "The people of Fallujah do not share responsibility for this prohibited act."
Abdul-Latif met Tuesday with
former officers of Saddam's army at
the headquarters of Iraqi security
forces in Fallujah.
Fallujah residents have been celebrating what many see as a victory
over the U.S. Marines, who are lifting a monthlong siege and pulling
back from positions. The Marines
are being replaced by an Iraqi force
that is largely made up of former
soldiers. U.S. officials have
acknowledged they did not vet the
force's commanders for the extent
of their ties to Saddam before letting
the new brigade take over.
The new brigade has taken up

From Front
Community Development Block Grant funds to be used
to rehabilitate the existing wastewater collection/treatment system. At last month's meeting, Jeremy
Buchanan of the Purchase Area Development District
discussed applying for the grant to expand the sewage
lagoon outside of Hazel and prepare the sewer system
for more lines to be attached, if necessary.
The grant will be for $700,000, which the 641 South
Water District will have to match. The water district will
be applying for a rural development grant to fund the
match.
The council will also be alerting citizens of certain
ordinances. One in particular is Hazel's leash law.
Pittman said animal control recently spent a day in
Hazel collecting strays.
"He took in two and the others' (dog owners) said
they were new in town and didn't know about the law,"

the mayor said. "They either have to be fenced in or be
on a leash at all times."
The council will also let citizens know about the
business license, mowing, unfit dwellings, pre-manufactured structures, and nuisances or keeping property
in unkempt conditions ordinances. Those with questions
should contact Hazel City Hall.
Furthermore, commissioner Pat Latimer told the
group she was approached about Hazel having its own
city-wide yard sale. The group agreed and decided to
hold the event in conjunction with the city's clean-up
days. The city-wide yard sale is scheduled for June 12
with city clean-up to be June 16-18.
In other business, the group:
III Agreed to take one of the adult size basketball
goals at the park and make it child size.
NI Decided to give $50 donations to both Calloway
County High School and Murray High School for
Project Graduation.

III Nurses ...
From Front
O'Shaughnessy took a step to
bridge that gap beginning with
employee forums today. About 75
nurses,
employees, including
attended one at 7:30 this morning.
He distributed a memo outlining
policies that address the concerns
raised at the rally.
"You can't fault them for being
concerned." he said in an interview
this morning, adding no one would
be disciplined for participating in
the rally. "I am concerned, too.
Hopefully we can put a cap on it. ...
I do think there will be other conversations, but they will stay the
course as outlined. Those are not
negotiable."
O'Shaughnessy said nurses
would not be moved to units in

investment firms? For 150

which they were not trained and
competent. "In no case should an
employee be pulled to an area of
responsibility in which they do not
possess the immediate skill sets or
competencies to comply with established job specifications or requirements," the CEO wrote to all
employees in his memo.
He also outlined the hospital's
existing policy on flex time, PRN
staffing and full-time employees.
"The overwhelming consensus,
even by those who formed the offsite meeting, was that this memo
was specific and would meet their
needs. I apologized to them that
they had to go through that anxiety,"
he said in the interview.
Three physicians — emergency
room doctors Chris Poor and Chuck

Rainbolt and cardiologist Kwabena
Agyeman — attended the rally in
support of the nurses. In an interview after the rally, two of the doctors expressed concerns about interchanging nurses despite lack of
training and qualifications.
Gina Owens has, worked as a
PRN, meaning she's worked into the
schedule as needed, on and off at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
since 1991 and in the emergency
room continuously for the past 2 1/2
years. In that recent time, she has
worked about 24 hours in the emergency room. In the last week those
hours were cut to 16 then 12.
"It's not that I don't think I can
go anywhere. It's that I've been
taught this and this is where I need
to be," she said. "I excel there."
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been content to work solely at
MCCH.
"I love being a nurse. And I
loved it before these last few weeks
being at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. I am just scared," she said.
"I just want a positive outcome. I
just want patient care not to suffer. I

want people to be proud again to
work at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital."
Scroggins agreed that this morning's meeting. the first of three
today, was productive in opening
the communication lines between
the parties. She said this morning
that he apologized for the miscommunication that caused the concern.
Carol Marcum, who has worked
at MCCH for 30 years, said all the
different nursing units will have a
chance to talk with O'Shaughnessy.
It's unfortunate it's not been communicated properly," she said.
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Some PRNs work at other health
care facilities to supplement their
income, but Owens said she has
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positions in the south of Fallujah
and is expected to replace Marines
in the north and start patrols in the
city soon.
U.S. officials say the Fallujah
Brigade will crack down on hardcore guerrillas in the city even
though the force itself will likely
include some of gunmen involved in
fighting against the Marines. Since
Friday, masked and armed insurgents have moved freely in the
city's streets.
In Najaf, U.S. troops fought for
hours with Shiite militiamen
Monday who barraged the U.S. base
with mortars overnight, then in the
afternoon opened fire from several
directions. U.S. soldiers responded
with heavy machine gun and tank
fire.
The fighting subsided late
Monday, but overnight, insurgents
fired several more mortar rounds at
the base.
The U.S. military moved soldiers
to the base inside of the city after
Spanish peacekeepers withdrew following a decision by the new
Madrid government to terminate its
involvement in Iraq.
U.S. troops took over the
Spanish base as the coalition was
cracking down on al-Sadr, who has
taken refuge in Najaf, the holiest
city in Shiite Islam.
Al-Sadr's forces have stepped up
attacks in recent days — apparently
either to pressure U.S. officials to
negotiate an end to the standoff or to
goad troops into retaliating and raising Shiite anger.
The U.S. military has vowed to
capture or kill the cleric, whose
militia launched an uprising across
the south in early April.
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Betty Riley estate provides
gift to MSU Foundation
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State Teachers
College in 1948
and went on to
receive
her
master's degree
1952. A
in
Murray
Training school
graduate. Riley
spent the first
Riley
year of her
career
in
Missouri before returning to
Murray, where she taught at Lynn
Grove High School until the
Calloway County school consolidation. After the consolidation,
Riley taught English classes that
sy•re, emphasized for college
bound students until her retirement.
Stephanie Wyatt, supervisor of
instruction for the Calloway
County School System, remembers her former English teacher as
a "very focused and by the book
teacher." Wyatt said it wasn't
unusual for Riley to talk to her students about a college education at
Murray State University. "She had
high expectations for all of her students, was dedicated to Calloway
County High School and was very
passionate about her students furthering their higher educational
opportunities."
Wyatt, who went on to receive
her bachelor's and master's
degrees, Ranks 1 and 2, and
obtained her professional certificate for instructional leadership
from MSU, said Riley was an
advocate for Murray State. "She
opened many doors for students to
pursue an education at Murray."
A native of Missouri, Riley was

The late Betty Shroat Riley
blazed an educational path for
many of the students she taught
throughout her 36-year teaching
career in Missouri and Kentucky.
A Murray State University
graduate who taught 35 years in
the Calloway County School system, Riley remembered her MSU
alma mater after her death last
January through a generous gift of
nearly $7,500 designated to
Murray State University.
Dr. Tim Miller, executive director of the MSU Foundation, said
the money from Riley's estate was
given to the MSU Foundation, and
it will be used to assist numerous
students receive a college education through scholarships. "The
Shroat family has a long history of
their supportive gifts to MSU,
which have enabled a multitude of
students in receiving an education."
Judy Shroat Futrell, Riley's
niece and longtime supporter of
MSU, said her aunt loved her educational roots. "She was actively
involved with education in every
facet through her alma mater at
Murray and her teaching years at
Calloway. She would want to be
remembered for involvement with
Murray's First Christian Church
and her educational endeavors
affiliated with her teaching
career," she said. "She dearly
loved Murray State University.
The university provided her with a
strong educational foundation that
led her to help many Calloway
county High School graduates
pursue their college educations."
Riley received her bachelor's
degree in English from Murray

James Thomas Clemons Jr.
James Thomas Clemons Jr., 44, Rendezvous Drive, New Concord, died
Monday, May 3, 2004, at 8:30 p.m. at his home.
His death was from natural causes.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Edwin (Ed) Alexander
Edwin (Ed) Alexander, 71, Barkley Trail, Cadiz, died Monday, May 3,
2004, at 1:01 a.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz. His death was because
of natural causes.
He had retired from military service after 21 years serving in World War
II, Korean Conflict and Vietnam War. He had also retired as a
. park ranger at Lake Barkley State Park. A Kentucky Colonel,
he was a member of the Shriners, Scottish Rite, and a lodge of
Free and Accepted Masons. He was of Protestant faith.
Born May 25, 1932, in Lenoir City, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Thomas F. Alexander and Margaret Culham Curtis.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Susan Alexander; three daughters, Ms.
Peggy Alexander, Cadiz, Ms. Phyllis Alexander, Long Island, N.Y., and
Mrs. Catharine Garcia, Fergus Falls, Minn.; three sisters. Mrs. Marion
Greene, Riceville, Tenn., Mrs. Joyce Hope, Oxford, Ala., and Mrs. Patty
Martin, Tellico Plains, Tenn.; one brother, Thaddeus Alexander. Eugene,
Ore.; three grandchildren, Ethan Garcia, Jimmy Tusa and Joey Tusa; one
great-grandchild, Brendan Tusa.
A memorial service will be Friday at 9 a.m. at the Kentucky Veterans'
Cemetery, Hopkinsville.
Goodwin Funeral Home of Cadiz is in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to DAV Transportation, P.O.
Box 129, Sheperdsville, Ky., 40165.
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Mrs. Evelene Koss
The funeral for Mrs. Evelene Koss will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Elijah
Balentine and the Rev. Shelby Underhill will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jerry Dean Higgins, Jason Miller, Kenny Fruit, Kerry
Fruit, Leonard Clark and Stanley Barnhart, active; Jerry Wayne Higgins
and Roy Gene Higgins, honorary. Burial will follow in the Matheny
Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Koss, 78. Ky. 94, East, Murray, died Monday. May 3, 2004, at 5:30
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a retired waitress.
She was married March 29, 1946, to Raymond Koss, who died April 19,
1994.
Born Oct. 8, 1925. she was the daughter of the late Berlin Higgins and
Lou Cindy Cothran Higgins. Two sisters, Cleo Simmons and Maglene
Brown, and four brothers, Carlos Higgins, Ira Higgins, Raymond Higgins
and Harvey Higgins, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Helen Fruit. Murray, and several
nieces and nephews.

a member and elder of Murray's
First Christian Church and taught
Sunday School for more than 50
years. A former field representative for the National Beta abb.,
Riley taught AARP driving lessons
until 1990.
As a former member of the
Alpha Delta Kappa's Murray RHO
charter (a branch of the international sorority that recognizes and
supports the professional efforts of
outstanding women educators),
Riley continually supported and
channeled the sorority's mission
serving in many capacities that
included chairing events and holding office at different levels.
As the 1982-84 Kentucky State
President of Kappa Delta Kappa,
Riley was described as a "dedicated teacher who possessed the rare
gift to set aglow in the life of each
of her students the spirit of selfesteem and a desire to learn," Jane
Miller. a past state president of
KADA, said. "She helped each
student find his or her personal
worth and dignity."
Sue Stubblefield Adams, a coworker with Riley who taught
English at Calloway County High
School. said Riley promoted high
teaching standards. "She put many
hours into her teaching and nurturing her students."
To contribute to Murray State
University, establish a scholarship,
or for more information, contact
Mark Hutchins, associate vice
president of institutional advancement, by phone at (270) 762-3123
or toll-free at 1 (877) 282-0033 or
by e-mail at mark.hutchins@mur-

www.murrayledgencom
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The Interest Rate for the Heritage
Solutions ad that appeared in
Monday's Ledger & Times should
have been 6.2%, not 5.8%.

Look Mom,no
strings attached!
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HOME SCHOOLING?
Come see why over 1,500,000 students use...
Lexington -May 11
Beka Book

111i01.

Tickets - $10 available at
New Life Christian Book Store, Murray, KY
or
731-676-1346

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

COME BY TODAY AT 632 SOUTH 4111 STREET, MUIRAY,KY
't-tOR C4LL 270-753-7665
TOLL FREE B88-246-4093

I iii

"Chuck Wagon Gang"

270-759-1333

tgage Corporation
oi *DEBT CONSOLIDATION
*PURCHASE OR REFRtgICE
*PAY OFF YOUR CREDIT CARE1S4x• WM ALL CREDIT GRADES
*CREDIT CHALLEIotES/BANERUPTCIES

CI:WA Beka Academy
• Master Teachers on DVD
• Complete K-12 Programs

INSURANCE

•Thousands of Designs To Choose From
•Competitive Prices •Locally Owned & Operated
3812 Hwy. 641 North (Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)

Acceptance Capital

• Character-Building Textbooks
• Time-Saving Parent Materials
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nal charges. But Runyon paid
of assembly and operations.
Auto.
He took early retirement from $27,550 as part of what The governFarm
Ford in 1980, after 37 years with the ment called a "voluntary civil settleIRA v.
company, and became the• first ment."
The actions concluded a probe
employee at Nissan in the United
Nursing Home
begun in September 1996 into
States.
Under his stewardship. Nissan's whether Runyon violated any laws in
factory in Smyrna. Tenn., became one having discussions about putting
of the country's most automated Coca-Cola machines in the nation's
40,000 post offices. He owned Coke
assembly plants.
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
Runyon would roam the plant stock at the time.
Runyon was born in Fort Worth,
floor dressed in the Same blue uniwww.kfbmurray.com
form as his employees with -Marvin" Texas, and grew up in Dallas. He
joined the Army Air Corps in 1943
stitched on the shirt.
During his time with the Postal and was.discharged in 1945 with the
Service's, the total work force rank of lieutenant. He was a manageremained about the same even as its ment engineering graduate of Texas
mail load grew by about 11 percent. A&M University.
The nation's largest civilian employer
at the time, the postal service had
..On ?CASON
C0110/ing 10 ?daYi.S
more than 765,000 workers.
However, Runyon did trim man`The GOorta cYantetts
agement jobs by 23,000 While adding
to
employees
other
and
letter carriers
improve customer service.
In 1997, the Justice Department
Thur., May 20, 2004, 7 p.m.
ended a conflict-of-interest investigaKrider
Performing Arts Center
tion of Runyon without filing crimi-

JERRY ADAMS

Cdmik

State
Murray
During
alumni
annual
University's
reunion weekend festivities, hostAlumni
MSU
the
by
ed
Association, an array of events
are slated May 7-8 to commemorate MSU's Golden Anniversary
Class of 1954.
The Class of 1954 will be
returning as special guests for
their 50th reunion during the
weekend. On Friday. May 7, the
1954 group will be inducted into
MSU's Emeritus Club at a noon
luncheon in the Murray Room at
the Regional Special Events
Center. Tickets are $12.95 each
and the public is invited to attend.
A reception will be held from 4
to 6 p.m.. Friday, May 7. at the
Alumni Center for the graduating
class of 2(8)4 and their parents.
Golden
the
of
Members
Anniversary Class of 1954 and
Rex Geveden, the 24)4 MSU
Distinguished Alumnus recipient,
will also be honored.
"Muffins and Minglin' Brunch"
will be held at 8 a.m. on Saturday.
May B. at The Alumni Center. A
special recognition for the Class
of 1954 will be held during MSU's
2004 Commencement Ceremony,
Saturday, May B. at the Regional
Special Events Center. A Farewell
Luncheon will be held for members of the 1954 class at 11:30
a.m. in the Small Ballroom at the
Corns Center.
Alumni and the public are
invited to attend all events. For
Alumni Reunion Weekend information or reservations, contact
Patti Jones, associate director of
alumni affairs, af (270) 762-3437,
or
758-8510,
(800)
1
patti.jones47,P murraystate.edu.

CORNELISON

(Z).1 Service Beyond Compare
KEEPSAKE MONUMENTS,INC.

CORRECTION

Alumni
reunion to
honor '54

raystate.edu.

Former postmaster general, TVA exec, Marvin Runyon, dies
"1 don't know of any Tennessee
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - the things about government agencies, they don't chief executive who has compiled a
Marvin Runyon, a tightfisted auto
focus on the cus- better record than that," Alexander
executive who introduced corporatetomer,- Runyon said. "He made an extraordinary difstyle management to federal agencies
ference in the lives and standard of
said at the time.
as postmaster general and Tennessee
living of literally tens of thousands of
Runyon
died
Valley Authority chairman,
entered public Tennessee families."
Monday. He was 79.
Alexander said Runyon liked to
service in 1988
Runyon died of the lung disease
the story of a congressman who
tell
President
when
pulmonary fibrosis at his home in
to berate him for giving bonuscalled
named
Reagan
spokesNashville, said Vicki Kessler,
executives. After listening
TVA
to
es
of
him chairman
woman for the Atkinson Public
Runyon offered to fly to
while,
a
for
post
a
TVA,
the
Runyon's
Relations firm founded by
and hand the keys to
Washington
until
he held
Runyon
wife.
over to the lawmaker
offices
TVA's
postbecoming
as
In a sometimes stormy tenure
make the decisions.
come
could
he
so
postmaster general from 1992 to master general.
hear from him
didn't
he
said
"He
the
earned
he
utility,
federal
the
At
1998, he eliminated hundreds of mansaid.
Alexander
again,"
slashagement jobs, reorganized the mas- nickname "Carvin Marvin" for
"Marvin Runyon was a man of
sive operation and built a business ing the payroll by one-third, and for
great principle and ability," TVA
operastreamlining
and
reorganizing
in
billion
$1
than
more
made
that
Chairman Glenn McCullough said.
tions.
profits by the time he left.
"He was loyal to TVA and to TVA's
fora
Alexander,
Lamar
Sen.
U.S.
Postal
U.S.
the
time
first
the
was
It
mission. So this is a sad day for all of
Service had been in the black since mer Tennessee governor, credited
us at TVA."
electricity
stabilizing
with
Runyon
dollars
of
millions
losing
1989 after
Runyon started his career on tne
commended
also
He
TVA.
every year. There was only one rate rates at
line at the Ford plant in
assembly
of
thousands
creating
for
Runyon
Runyon's
during
mail
rise for regular
his father worked. He
where
Dallas
Nissan
of
executive
top
jobs while
tenure, from 29 cents to 32 cents.
corporate ladder,
Ford's
climbed
operaCorp.
Manufacturing
Motor
the
customer;
the
"We focused on
vice president
becoming
eventually
customer is our focus. That's one of tions in North America.
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Ashland -May 12
Prestonsburg- May 13
Louisville-May 18
Campbellsville- May 19
Calvert City-May 20

This Mothers by, treat Mom to Sirloin Stockade!

Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366 •800-444-1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m -6:00 p.m,M-F AttFallAIID
"WIltard lvons is a market mailer in Mb shrift
1.1.B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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Losing the
HIGH
GROUND
period. I don't think it is too late for
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
to get this right, but I don't think
by
us
prisoners
reported abuse of Iraqi
we have a lot of time to turn this
U.S. soldiers threatens to underaround." said Sandy Berger,
mine part of President Bush's
President Clinton's national security
rationale for unseating Saddam
adviser.
Hussein: that the United States had
Thus far, U.S. officials have conended a regime that was torturing
the prisoner treatment as an
demned
and abusing Iraqis.
aberration. Bush expressed -deep
The disclosures undermine disgust." Secretary of State Colin
American claims Powell told reporters on Monday
that U.S. soldiers "are there to help,
to a moral high
not to hurt."
ground a.s the
"The actions of a few. I trust.
United States
not overwhelm the goodness
down
will
put
tries to
a growing insur- that comes from so many of our
soldiers," Powell said.
gency and gain
More U.S. soldiers were being
international
Washington support in Iraq. reprimanded, a senior U.S. military
official said Monday in Baghdad.
"Saddam
Today
Six U.S. military police were
By Tom Raum Hussein encouralready facing charges.
toleratand
aged
Associated
The allegations could reinforce
ed this kind of
Press Writer
to the world an image of mistreatbehavior — the
ment of detainees following the
U.S. does not,"
Sept. 11 terror attacks, including
Bush spokesman Scott McClellan
the continued holding of 600 on a
said Monday, reporting that the
U.S. base in Guantanamo Bay,
Defense
called
had
president
Cuba.
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld to
'This
make sure
just
any guilty
reconsoldiers are
firms an
punished.
image
Even so
that we
the allegaare not
tion of
treating
mistreatprisoners
ment of
the way
prisoners
that civi-makes the
lized peoU.S. and
ple
coalition
should,"
forces a
said Ivo
legitimate
Daalder, a
enemy in
foreign
the eyes ot
policy
more Arab,
analyst at
than was
the
the case
Brookbefore."
ings
said
InstituAnthony
tion. "We
Cordneed a
esman. an
full court
expert on
press by
Middle
the
East secuThe NeWYorkbr/AP Photo
adminisrity issues
A hooded and wired Iraqi prisone; Is seen tration to
at the
at the Abu Ghraib prison near Baghdad, demonCenter for
Iraq in this undated photo.
strate that
'Strategic
this is
and Interunacceptable behavior, that if it
national Studies.
happened people will be punished.
"Anything short of a court-marthat if it is taking place that it will
tial of general officers will be seen
stop."
throughout the region as a coverAm-nesty Inter-national, a
up."
The latest setback to U.S. efforts London-based human-rights group,
alleged a monthslong "pattern of
in Iraq comes as the administration
torture" of Iraqi prisoners by coalipasses an embarrassing landmark
tion troops, and called for an inde— the first anniversary of Bush's
pendent investigation. A leading
"mission accomplished" speech —
association of Iraqi Sunni Muslim
and just two months before the
United States is to turn over civilian clerics called for an international
investigation. And Iraq's interior
authority to a new Iraqi interim
minister demanded an Iraqi role in
government.
running of all prisons.
the
It also comes as the United
Public opinion about Iraq has
States attempts to enconrage more
been changing in the United States.
international participation in estabRecent polls show the country is
lishing a stable Iraq, particularly by
close to evenly divided
now
Justice
the
as
Arab nations, and
between those who think the
Department gathers evidence for a
administration made the right deciwar crimes case against Saddam
sion to go to war in Iraq and those
and other senior members of his
who think the war was a mistake.
government.
In December, two-thirds said the
The worldwide circulation of
administration made the right deciphotos showing U.S. soldiers
sion
humiliating and abusing Iraqi pris,
Oners at the U.S. Army-run Abu
Tom Raum has national and
Ghraih prison has further stoked
international affairsfor The
international disapproval of the
Associated Press since 1973.
U.S. and British occupation.
• "This has been a very difficult

Does E.U. mean European Unity?
DUBLIN - The Irish have never
needed a reason to party, but the
expanded European Union(EU)on
May 1 (including eight formerly
communist
countries) has
given them a
respectable one.
And their pride
is enhanced
because their
prime minister,
Bertie Ahern. is
the president of
Cal's
the European
Thoughts Council of the
By Cal Thomas EU. Ahern
Syndicated
presided at cereColumnist
monies last
Saturday during which he welcomed the 10 new member states.
Europeans - or at least the member nations of the EU (more but not
necessarily all to come)- have been
warring with each other over land,
politics, grievances and especially
religion since before the Christ
most no longer worship. Since the
foundation of Rome in 753 B.C.
there have been wars and rumors of
war on the continent and with
Britain.
What makes Europeans believe
that this time they've got it right?'
The source for their optimism is
recent events. Fifteen years after

the fall of the Berlin Wall and the
liberation of Eastern Europe. the
European states believe their
moment has arrived.•Optimism ha*
always driven people and states,
even when the failure to deal adequately with humanity's lower
nature brought pessimism. After
much haggling, the EU has yet to
produce a constitution. And Britain
remains on the sidelines, so far
refusing to join the club.
Fifty-eight years ago, Winston
Churchill spoke of an Iron Curtain
having descended "from Stettin in
the Baltic to Trieste in the
Adriatic." That curtain has now
been raised. Would it be churlish to
note that Europeans were largely
unable, or unwilling, to free themselves from the twin menaces of
fascism and communism in the last
century and had to be liberated
from these evils and from themselves by the United States? While
some wonder if Iraq can stand on
its own, we can also ask, can
Europe?
The Times of London, while editorially celebrating a "Glad Bright
Morning," is right to describe the
EU as "an experiment in political
organization." Yes, it is convenient
to travel from country to country
without changing currency (though
not as fun). Yes, Europeans will be

able to travel more I reely within the
EU and get jobs in other countries
from which they were barred in the
past. Yes, EU members enjoy
quicker passage through airport
immigration than the mere
Americans who have made their
present lot possible.-But will union
mean unity? That is yet to be
demonstrated.
Europe's biggest problem will be
its current one: assimilation. What
does being a "European" mean? As
imperfect-as identity•politics-may •
have been in the past, the Germans.
French, Dutch and even the Swiss
had a sense of self, if not always a
sense of purpose. What are they
now? If they are now the 25 "musketeers," can each be expected to
work for the benefit of all rather
than serve self-interest?
Individual European nations do
not have a history of subordination
of self-interest to the general welfare. Past alliances were mostly
formed to'advance the self-interests
of a state or states entering into
those alliances. When those interests were served (or rejected in
war) the nation-states mostly continued as before.
Europeans are now being asked
to subscribe to a creed grander than
the United Nations, which has

i

tailed to ushe in world peace.
Twenty-five nations representing
450 million people have a lot at
stake in this grandest of experiments. Past grievances have often
overwhelmed future hope. The Irish
Times' Hugo Hamilton referred to
that checkered history in a May 1
article: "Each of the new states may
have a communal future to a certain
degree, but they each have their
own ways of remembering the
,
past."
- Hamittnnselemannbe engaging
in an act of faith (if not a leap)
when he writes,"We see the bomb
attacks in Spain as something that
happened to us all. That collective
sensitivity shapes our decisions
about the future." Is that why Spain
withdrew troops from the coalition
in Iraq? Is that why France,
Germany and England seem unwilling (or unable, as in England where
liberal laws make it difficult) to
deal with its non-assimilating
Muslim population and the minority (we're told) among them who
call for an Islamic union, by force
if necessary?
Lets raise a glass with Dubliners
to the larger European Union. But
given the history of Europe, I
wouldn't bet more than a pint of
Guinness on a successful outcome.

A Breed Apart
When I was in my second year of college,
weekend revelry began on Thursday night, down
at the Extension Tavern on Olden Avenue. You
had to be 21 to get in. but most of us had fake
proof. Someone had gotten hold of a drivers'
license for a 21-year-old named named Maureen
O'Keefe, and it was passed around my sorority
whenever a sister needed ID.
Friday and Saturday nights
were reserved for partying at
Princeton, Rutgers or Rider,
the other universities within
an hour of my campus. We
managed to get through the
other part of the week by
interspersing class time with
long stints in the student
Main Street union, playing bridge or
By Constance pinochle.
Alexander
Girls wore their hair long.
Murray Ledger
if nature did not make it
and
& Times
ironing did. We were
straight.
Columnist
partial to Villager separates.
with sweaters dyed to match
pleated skirts, knee-length shorts or slacks. Boys
wore Weejuns (loafers) without socks all year
long. Their oxford cloth shirts were blue buttondowns that went well with chinos or jeans.
Though the Vietnam War was heating up, and
our campus had a sizeable number of returning
vets enrolled, we did our best to ignore the reality of the draft and the mounting, numbers of
casualties and deaths. We ‘x ere Baby Boomers,
after all, the first generation to he brought up on
TV — Lucy and Desi, Beaver Cleaver and
"Father Knows Best." We were used to being
special. the babies most of our parents dreamed

of during World War II.
Though I paid my own way through college
with a combination of scholarships, SocialSecurity benefits and on-campus jobs, I still had
plenty of time for fun. So did most of my
friends.
I carried that carefree image of college into
the Humanities class I taught this semester at
Murray State University. I quickly discovered
that times had changed. Today's breed of undergrad is generally hard-working and sober, both
in and out of class.
All my students had jobs, some of them
working full time. Although Humanities is
required for sophomores, my class was not populated solely by 19 and 20 year olds. Some of
them were parents, husbands, wives. At least
two had been laid off from factory jobs, and
were returning to school to start new careers. It
seemed that many of the students, regardless of
age. shouldered the responsibility of college
along with other duties.
There was little evidence of frivolity when
we got together on Monday. Wednesday and
Friday mornings at 8:30. Most of the students
attended, as required. and most of them were
early or on time. And if the results of the frequent quizzes I administered are any indication,
most had completed homework reading assignments.
Humanities 212 demands that students read at
least two novels. one play. 23_5119n stores, 36
poems. and seven essays by prominent 19th and
20th century philosophers. The selections
would hardly qualify as lit-light, with Austen,
Nietzsche, Ibsen, Faulkner and de Beauvoir
spiked with writings by authors from far-flung

places — Palestine, South Africa, Chile, Egypt.
Besides the diversity of readings, there were
the aforementioned quizzes, several tests, a couple of short papers, a project, and a final exam.
In addition, students were required to attend at
least two cultural activities during the semester
and hand in write-ups to demonstrate how
enriched their lives had become because of the
exposure.
Despite the heavy workload, most of the students met the challenge and worked hard. Now
that the semester is over and grades are in, I can
honestly say I enjoyed every minute we spent
together. In fact, I loved that class.
When the semester began. I was not sure
what to expect. So much of what is written about
today's college students emphasizes the negative
-- issues like grade inflation and the preponderance of plagiarism from the Internet get a lot of
press. I. on the other hand, found my class to be
intellectually curious: willing to participate: and
eager to improve their skills.
My students paid attention: they took the initiative to ask questions: they were willing to
dive into intellectually rough waters. No one
ever whined.
While I still don't understand their need for
body piercing and low-slung pants, and I have
no desire to comprehend their tastes in music, I
have enormous respect and fondness for this
generation of college students. Based on my
experience with Humanities 212,these students
are a breed apart from what I remember.
Read Main Street online at www.murrayledgerrom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexanaer@chariernet.
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Parent Involvement meeting
will be Thursday at MMS

Theta Department of MWC Calloway County marvelous
May activities listed by 4-H

The annual Parent Involvement meeting, hosted by Murray Middle School Title I, will be
Thursday, May 6, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in the
third floor art room of the school.
Included in the program will be Parents and
Title I Team sharing information and ideas; Title
I Team offering information about text preparation; educational games for your children; Students (in MMS program) will receive "Testing
Survival Kits"; drawing for a free television; free
Jo's
pizza; students must be accompanied by at least
Datebook one adult.
By Jo Burkeen
All parents and children are invited, according
Community
to Vicky Dunlap.
Editor

Homemakers Council will meet
Calloway County Homemakers Council will meet Wednesday, May
5, at 10 a.m. at the County Extension Office. All council members
are urged to attend.
Photos provided
Eric Kelleher, side photo,
executive director of MurrayCalloway Senior Citizens
Center, spoke about the activities of the seniors at the April
Theta
the
of
meeting
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Hostesses
were, top photo. from left,
Judy Rose, Sylvia Puckett and
Opal Howard. The department
will have a brunch on May 22
at 10 a.m. at Dumplin's with
Naomi Rogers, Bess Kerlick
and Nettie Bennett as hostesses.

Garden Department to meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet at 1 p.m.
Thursday. May 6, at the club house for dessert and business meeting. The group will then carpool to Flower Potts with Jane Potts to
give a program on "Container Planting." Hostesses will be Shirley
Lamb. Martha Crafton, Wilma Wilson and Margaret Taylor.

CCHS Alumni plan promotion
Alumni and Associates of Calloway County High School will have
a rebate night at Taco John's Thursday, May 6, from 4 to closing.
Proceeds will go toward scholarships and other ways of enhancing
the education of students at CCHS.

Cordelia Erwin Circle will meet
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will meet Wednesday. May 5, at 1:30 p.m.

Kappa Department to meet tonight
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have "Ladies
Night Out" tonight, May 4. at 6 p.m. at J. Edwards Restaurant. Note
change of time from previous announcement. Hostesses are Dru McKinney and Evelyn Wallis.

Clothes Closet will be open Thursday
Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet will be open on Thursday.
May 6, from 9 a.m. to noon at the church in Dexter. Featured are
infants to adult clothes which are free to those needing them. For
information call Linda Young at 437-4890.

Glory Bound scheduled Thursday

Glory Bound Entertainment will be Thursday, May 6, from 7 to 9
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. Each one is asked bring a can
of food for Need Line. There is no admission, but a love offering
will be taken. This is an outreach ministry of Goshen United Methodist
Church and the public is invited.

Alpha members will collect book material

Members of Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
be at the club house to collect histories of businesses, churches and
communities, including those that no longer are in existence Thursday, May 6, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.. and 4 to 6 p.m. This material
will be used in the book, "The Calloway County Family History,- to
be published soon.

Murray Kiwanis Club plans breakfast

Murray Kiwanis Club will hold its annual pancake breakfast on
Saturday, May 8. from 6 to 10 a.m. in the fellowship hall of First
Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth St., Murray. Tickets at $4 for adults
and $2 for children 12 and under are available at the door or can
be purchased in advance from a Kiwanis member. Proceeds will benefit the children of the community.

Spring concert by Laker bands tonighttonight.
Calloway County Laker Bands will present a spring concert
May 4, at 7 p.m. at the Murray State University Lovett auditorium.
The concert will feature the Sixth, Seventh, Eighth and high school
bands. There is no admission cost and the public is invited.

MMS Council will meet today

Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet today, May 4, at 4:30 p.m. in room 103 at the school.

Murray Art Guild plans workshop

The Murray Art Guild "En Plein Air Workshop and Paint Out- in
the Gardens of St. John's Episcopal Church, Murray, will be Saturday, May 15, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday. May 16, from 2
to 4 p.m. The deadline for registration is today. May 4. For information or registration call 753-4059.

Murray Singles will meet tonight

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight. May 4, at 7 p.m. at the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This will be birthday potluck night
and dues night. This is open to all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Vickie at 753-3128,
Helen at 436-5642 or Laverne at 753-0181.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight. May 4, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall, located on Highway 464 east of Almo.

Health Express lists weekly stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings on Wednesday, May 5, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Lowe's, Murray. For information call 762-1348.
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WrItersPotpourri
Writer's Potpourri will be
Saturday. May 8, at 9:30 a.m.
at the Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers.
Charlie E. York. director, has
released some of the poems
written by participants, as follows:
The Dandelion,
the Children's Flower
By Linda M. Siebold
They bloom early in April.
We see them all 'round
On slender stalks
Or low to the ground.
They have sun-shiny petals
As handsome as gold
And may be plucked freely
Small children are told.
Each blooms profusely.
They cover my lawn.
If not for their leaves, now.
All its green would be gone.
Remember the Way Home
By Wilma J. Sanders
When we would walk to
school
There was one simple rule
When we started back at
close of day
It's not the time to roam
Remember the way home
Don't wander off the route
and play
It would worry Mama more
She'd be waiting at the door
With a frown upon her pretty
face
There might be peach tree
tea
It's not a pretty sight in any
case
So remember the way home
It's not the time to roam
If we want a pretty smile on
Mama's face.
Sandman
By Dub Hurt
When day comes to a close.
and
I lay me down at night
Before I close my eyes to
sleep
My poems I recite.
Some are amusing
Some are my favorites
As I lay there in the stillness
And my poems I recite.
I try to think of an outline or
Something someone has said
I'll write it down tomorrow
If I can keep it in my head
It's hard to keep my mind on
track
When day turns to night
While I snuggle 'neath the
covers
And my poems I recite.
But the Sandman comes to
claim me
My eyes and thoughts grow

by Charlie York
dim
I'll forget it all tomorrow
Because I had to go with
him.
My Angel
By Lenda Easley
You know you have an angel
watching over you!
She's there for me-She pours the water
for my flowers (when it rains)
The snow clouds are feathers
when they have pillow fights
The thunder is they're moving
furniture
tidying up their heavens
The lightning they do by
turning off and on their lights
When I was young and frightened,
Mom would tell it would be
o.k.!
It's just the angels in flight You see they're all around
us!
Five Little Dragons
By Charlie E. York
Five little dragons
started to school
Each one had a book
Each one had a stool_
They wore rough trousers
With coats of green.
They were all well groomed
Very neat and clean
The teacher told them
The very first day
They would study first
Then they would play
First the dragons counted
up to five.
Five active dragons
very much alive.
The learned about fire
And how to blow smoke
How to pull a little prank
And with dragons Joke
Five little dragons
off to see
Who would be first
to get a dragon degree

Numerous 4-H activities are
organiiing and preparing in May
for exciting
educational
events.
Youth
involved in 4H are gaining
four important
lifelong skills
which are
mastery,
belonging, genExtension erosity and
Notes
independence.
By
In the weeks
Ginny Harper to come, we
Calloway
will explore
County Agent these concepts
for 4-H/Youth
more fully and
Development
provide specific examples in
our community.
Independence is learning to
work and gain skills as an individual and being able to care
for some of your own needs
and concerns. 4-H youth gain
independence as they work and
achieve skills as club members
and gain knowledge and skills
to express and determine their
ideas and belonging as they
work side by side with other 4H youth and their leaders. Independence enhances self-esteem
and sense of self-worth.
Many 'clubs and project
groups are beginning their
efforts this month. Here is a
glance of the club work and
events that are Marvelous in
May.
MCamp registration ended
May 3. All scholarship forms
and registration forms were due
May 3 to the Extension Office.
EThe Millennium Mutts Dog
Club met May 3 at the farm of
leader Karen Collins.
Wile Millennium Mutts will
host a Dog Camp May 14 -15
at Wildwood Farms or Expo if
inclement weather. The cost is
15.00. Applications and forms
were due May 3.
II1The Laker Stars will meet
at Camp WOW will meet May
4 from 5 to 7 p.m.
MGeology Rock Hunt is
scheduled from 3:30 to 6 p.m.
May 4. Youth will depart from
the Extension Office, but will
be canceled if raining.
"Men Extreme will meet in
May with the date to be
announced. Teen Schedules are
busy in May with all the other
things to be done.
M14.H Cooking Class will be
May 5 from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at
the Extension Office. All interested youth are welcome.
M4-H Council will meet May
6 at 3:30 p.m. at the Extension

Office. All' Interested are welcomed.
111Western Rivers Expo meeting will be May 6 at 5 p.m. at:
the Expo Center. All Interested
parents are welcome.
IlSouthwest Superstars will
meet May 10 after school until
4:30 p.m. 4-H youth will learn
of Summer Opportunities and
end their school year club with
some fun. „
11For youth and parents Interested in Livestock Projects and
participating in Showing Animals
this summer, there will be an
informative session at the Extension Office May 10 from 6:30
to 7:30 p.m. Discussion of 4-H
FFA Show and Sale, requirements for local and regional
shows will be addressed and
upcoming dates to participate
given.
I14.H Archery meets with.
Larry Benton on Thursdays from
6:15 to 7:15 p.m. Call for more
information.
ffrhe Scrapbooking and
Stamping Club will meet May 8
from 10 a.m. to noon at the
Extension Office.
MEast Clovers are performing
their State Fair bound Variety
Show Act for the residents of
Glendale Place May 8 at 3 p.m.
They are also sponsoring a
Rebate Night at Sirloin Stockade
May 13.
MHorse Judging Team and
Horse Bowl teams practice on
Tuesdays at the Expo Center
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. All interested youth are welcome. Catie
Ford and Leslie Belt will be the,.
coaches. State Competition is set
for June 14-16 at the Horse
Park in Lexington.
rhe East Clovers will meet
Monday. May 17 after school
until 4:30 p.m.
MA Geology Family Weekend
is planned for May 21 to 23 in
Farmington. Mo. Families will
be responsible for own transportation and lodging. The group
has four different sites to
explore and search for rocks
and minerals. Youth should he
able to find agates. quartz. galena and much more. Call the
Extension Office by May 18 ti,
participate.
"'Entomology Club will meet
May 15 or 22 from 9 a.m. to
noon at the Extension Office.
ETagging Date for goats.
hogs. lambs and beef heifers is
set for May 27 at the Exi0l5
Center from 4 to 7 p.m. All
market animals to be shown at
District or State Fair Competition must be tagged. Call me. if
you have questions 753-1452.

LEE JEWELRY ARTISANS
Where your ideas turn to gold
759-1141 • University Square • Murray

Join Us For

Cinco de Mayo • )0 4.1
Wednesday

Mother's Rose
By Dorothy Locke Inman
I wear a white rose
On this Mother's Day
It signifies that my
Loving Mother
has passed away
My children wear a red rose
on this happy Mother's Day
It signifies that I'm
still with them today
Red or white roses on Moth-- s Day,
tell the old, old story
That someone is loved today
God made the roses of different hues,
But he also made Loving
Mothers too
Told us to honor Father and
Mother.
Today Mother is your award
of honor.

Sewing By Steven
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Adams to join Racers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Non-scholarship players have taken on
an increased roll within the Murray State
basketball program since head coach Mick
Cronin took over the Racers in April
2003.
A.J. Adams certainly hopes that trend
continues in the next four years.
The Graves County 'senior recently
agreed to join the MSU program as a
non-scholarship player. beginning with
the 2004-05 seastin.
"I really like the program and the
style of ball they want to play. That's
the way I'm used to playing," said Adams,
a 6-foot-6 forward who averaged 17.4
points and 7.0 rebounds per game during his senior year for an Eagles squad

that produced a First Region-best 23-6
record in 2003-04.
"It really came down to being able to
go somewhere (to college) that was close
to home," added Adams, who also received
interest from Tennessee-Martin head coach
Bret Campbell, who wanted him as a
walk-on with the Skyhawks.
According to Adams, the Murray State
coaching staff began showing interest in
his talents last December at the Marshall
County Hoop Fest.
"One of the (MSU) coaches came up
to me after a game and tptd me that
they really liked the way I played,"
Adams noted. -They kept in contact with
me and (Graves) coach (Allan) Hatcher."
Adams got a first-hand look at the
MSU program in March, when he attended a practice during the „Racers' preparations for their appeataThce in the NCAA
Tournament.
"I don't really think it's anything different than what I've been through in
the last four years," said Adams, who

scored over 1.000 points in his four seasons with the Eagles — the last three
what
as a starter. "Their style of ball is
"
I'm used to playing.
Adams will start his MSU career as
to
a non-scholarship player, but hopes
floor.
the
on
hip
scholars
a
earn
"They said they would have given me
a scholarship for this year, but they didn't have one to give," Adams claimed.
"I hope I can come off the bench for a
few minutes and show them what I can
do.... I feel like I can shoot and handle the ball pretty well."
In addition to his on-court skills, Adams
also possesses an impressive academic
resume' after posting a team-best 3.72
grade-point average dung his senior year'
at Graves County. He plans to major in
physical therapy at MSU.
Adams' decision to join the program
preserves a Graves County connection
on the Racer roster. Guard Tim Haworth,
a Mayfield native,just completed his fourth
and final year as a non-scholarship player at MSU.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
Kid is all grown up. and he has
an NBA MVP award to prove it.
Kevin Garnett got 120 of 123
first-place votes to beat two-time
winner Tim Duncan for the honor
Monday, three days after his Minnesota Timberwolves won a playoff series for the first time. .
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo
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me,- Garnett said. "It's a team
game. and I've always kept that
perspective."
He has played at an MVP level
for years, hut this was a breakthrough season for the Wolves,
They earned the top seeding in
the Western Conference playoffs
with a franchise-best 58-24 record,
then ended a . string of seven
straight first-round exits from the
innings.
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Pistons hold Nets NILin check to take Game 1
AP Photo

Minnesota Timberwolves forward Kevin Garnett holds up
the Maurice Podoloff Trophy
after being named the NBA's
Most Valuable Player Monday in Minneapolis. Garnett
received 120 of 123 firstplace votes, easily beating
two-time winner Tim Duncan
and Jermaine O'Neal.

cent and tied the postseason record
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP) for just 62 points, with the Pisfor fewest field goals — 19 —
— Tayshaun Prince said what the tons leading 37-25.
Milwaukee, and in what was easily its worst offenagainst
win
able
The Nets ending up losing by
Detroit Pistons wouldn't before their
lost the home court in the next sive performance of the season.
points despite holding the Pis- we
22
Jersey.
New
with
series
The Nets scored just 39 points
Pistons coach Larry Brown
one,"
"Obviously, last year weighed tons to no more than 21 points in said. "New Jersey is a great team. through three quarters and needed
any quarter.
on our minds," Prince said.
they will play their best game reserve Tamar Slay's jumper with
After winning Game I in the and
Fueled by being swept in the
42 seconds left to avoid tying the
Friday."
on
10
conference finals last season, the first round against Milwaukee, the
points.
15
lowest playoff total in league hishad
Prince
Pistons held the Nets to the sec- Pistons dropped the next game rebounds and five assists, and tory — 54 points by Utah against
ond-lowest point total in NBA before sinning the series in five Richard Hamilton also had 15 Chicago in the 1998 NBA Finals.
playoff history in a 78-56 victory games. They don't want to follow points. Ben Wallace had 13 points
"It was almost like we thought
the same pattern Friday night in
Monday night.
defensive effort with we were playing a different game
the
led
and
Game I of the Eastern Con- Game 2 v.hen the Nets come hack II rebounds, four steals and three — where the lowest score wins,"
ference semifinal also featured the to The Palace.
Nets star Jason Kidd said.
blocks.
"The first thing I told my team
lowest-scoring first half in a postshot just 27.1 perThe loss snapped New Jersey's
Jersey
New
season game. The teams combined is that we had had an unbeliev

streak of
consecutive postseason victories against Eastern Conference teams.
"That's no big deal." Richard
Jefferson said.
Kenyon Martin and Jefferson
— New Jersey's top two scorers
— combined for twice as many
fouls (10) as field goals. Martin
scored just 11 points, less than
half his playoff average, and Jefferson had eight after missing II
of 12 shots.
"I'm a 50-percent shooter for
my career, so 1 -of-12 is absurd."
Jefferson said.
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•Limehouse out of Preakness

Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Smarty Jones to
return home today

The Calloway County chapter of the National Wild Turkey
Federation recognized Robin Thweatt as this year's scholarship winner at the annual Super Fund Banquet. Chapter
president Michael Lax and vice president Chris Drew presents the check to Thweatt.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky Derby winner Smarty Jones
had a playful walk around the
shedrow Monday, one day before
returning to Philadelphia Park.
Trainer John Servis said the
colt is to leave for home Tuesday
afternoon and would not return to
the track until he gets to Bensalem, Pa.
"He came out of the race great,"
Servis said of Saturday's Kentucky
Derby. "He's super. I couldn't be
happier.
"This morning, he was playing
as he was walking around. It's a
nice and cool morning, so he came
out on his toes. I couldn't ask
him to come out of the race any
better."

In other news, Limehouse, the
fourth-place finisher in the Kentucky Derby, likely will not run
in the Preakness, Dogwood Stables President Cot Campbell said
Monday.
Campbell said Limehouse had
little chance to win with the current lineup for the May 15 race
at Pimlico.
Limehouse is in good shape,
but will probably head for the
Belmont on June 5 or the Ohio
Derby on June 12, Campbell said.
"He came of the race in great
shape, and there are many worlds
to conquer, but none of them seem
to be in Baltimore on May 15."
Campbell'.aid

Manic Monday
Singh finishes with flurry to steal Classic win
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Vijay
Singh is known for his marathon
practice sessions on the diving
range. He's also more than willing to put in extra time on the
course.
Singh won for the third straight
time in a tournament pushed back
to Monday because of rain delays,
overcoming a six-stroke deficit on
the final nine holes to win the
HP Classic.
The big Fijian played the back
nine in a sizzling 7-under 29, capping his 9-under 63 with a 25foot birdie putt for a one-stroke
victory over Masters champion Phil
Mickelson and Joe Ogilvie.
Singh won the Houston Open
last week in a Monday finish, and
won the John Deere Classic in
September in another Monday
finale. He also won on a Monday in the 1997 Memorial.
"I think it's a good day for
me," Singh said.
He thought he was out of it
with nine holes to play.
"I looked up after nine holes,
and I said. 'Well, it's over." Singh

said. "But then I made a birdie
On 11, 12 and 13, and all of a
sudden I said I've got a chance.
That eagle putt on 15 got me
close. If I had made a birdie there,
I may still not have won. I think
that kind of tightened up the guys
behind me as well."
Ogilvie, the third-round leader
who finished with a 68, almost
forced a playoff after Singh's putt,
but his blast out of the sand trap
missed by an inch.
"I knew he was around but I
didn't realize he was going to
shoot 7 under on the backside,"
Ogilvie said. "
Singh finished at 22-under 266
and became the first three-time
winner on tour this season, taking $918,000 of the $5.1 million
purse. The victory — his fifth in
his last 17 tournaments — moved
the 41-year-old star to top of the
money list with $4,267,899.
It was Singh's eighth come-frombehind win. He has 18 career PGA
Tour victories, trailing only Tiger
Woods (40), Mickelson (23) and
Greg Norman (20) among active
players on tour.

Griggs
honored by
OVC
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Junior third baseman Clint Griggs was named Ohio Valley Conference Co-Player of the Week,
according to a release issued by
the league office Monday afternoon.
Griggs went 7-for-15 (.467) last
week, including a 6-for-11 (.545)
weekend series against conference
rival Tennessee-Martin. Griggs led
MSU last week with five runs
scored, and slammed, two doubles
and had three runs batted in, all
against UTM.
Griggs leads the Thoroughbreds
with a .349 batting average and
51 hits in 40 games. .He is sixth
in the OVC with 1.08 runs per
game and 0.38 doubles per game.
He is second in the league with
0.68 walks per game, and is fifth
in the conference with an on-base
percentage of.484, with more walks
(27) than strikeouts (24).
In conference play. Griggs ranks
second with 1.39 runs per game,
seventh with 0.44 doubles per
game and 10th with 1.50 hits per
game
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PGA Tour Money Leaders
By The Associated Press
Through May 3
•
Money
Trn
14 267,866
12
1 Vsay Singh
53.937.400
10
Mckelson
Ph.I
2
S2.090.320
9
3 Stuart Appleby
$2.025 000
4 Adam Scott7
$2,004.093
9
Love
Darts
5
$1,951.400
6 Ernie ES6
$1,930,050
7
7 Tiger Woods
$1.551.053
11
Cink
6 Stewart
$1.468,1'5
11
9 Jonathan Kaye
$1,459,480
9
10 Mike Weir
51.446.081
9
11 John Daly
$1347326
12
12 Chad Campbell
$1,252,189
11
13 lacy Johnson
$1250435
9
14 Darren Ciarke
$1,223,865
9
15 Scott Verpenk
$1,198,451
11
16 KJ 'Choi
$1197559
2
17 Stephen Ames
$1,134.646
10
18 Shrgeki Maruyarna
$1093587
12
19 Todd Hamilton
$1,079250
5
20 Craig Parry
$1.075.966
10
21 Chris DiMarco
$1.050.042
10
22 Relief Goosen
$1.043,837
10
23 Jay Haas
$1,016.244
10
24 Jerry Kelly
S989.106
11
25 Mark Hensby
$939 670
9
26 Scott Hoch
$885.750
10
27. Kenny Perry
$397.969
12
71. John Riegger

NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Leaders
By The Aseoclated Press
Through May 2
Points
I. Dale Earnhardt, Jr. 1.453 2. Jimme Johnson, 1,428 3. Jeff Gordon. 1,426 4, Man
Kenseth, 1.357 5. Kurt Busch. 1.316 6, Kevin
Haninck. 1,316 7, Ryan Newman, 1.299 8,
Tony Stewart, 1,284 9_ Bobby Laborite. 1.265
10. Elliott Sadler 1 250 It. Kasey Kahne
1.209 12. Jamie McMurray. 1.290. 13, Mark
1.132 IS,
Marlin, 1,135 14. Rusty
Sterling Marlin. I 112 16. Jeremy Mayfield.
Dale Jar18,
1,093
Mears,
Casey
17,
1.106
rell. 1,066 19 Robby Gordon. 1.033 20. Joe
Nernechek, 1,014

Wallace.

Money
1, Dale Earnhardt. Jr. 52,967.552 2, Tony
Stewart. $2.313.747 3, Jeff Gordon,
S1.975,172 4 Man Kensenti, $t 891.939 5,
Kevin Harvick. $1.754234 6. Elliott Sadler,
$1.733274 7, Kasey Kahne. $1 599 747 8,
Jimmie JOhnSeri. 51,589,534 9, Scott Wimmer,
$1,512.893 10, Bobby Laborite . $1470662
11, Ryan Newman 11 432,409 12, Dale Jarrett, $1.416,877 49. Rusty Wallace $1,401,659
Gor.
14, Sterling Martin, $1.221.974 IS. Robby
don, 51.207,938 16, Jell Barton, $1.176,962
17, Kurt Busch. $1,168,937 18. Michael Waltrip, S1.166,602 19, Terry Laborite. $1 154,027
20 Joe Nernechek, $1,147,412

Cruise in Style this Summer

With the easy control of a point-and-go joystick Ond
zero-turn radius steering, you'll eat up acres of grass. Take
a spin on one tough mower-- you won't be sorry.

Experience Snapper For Yourself!

SNAPPER
We Are Your
Genuine
AP Phi)1L

Vijay Singh reacts after sinking the winning putt on the
18th hole of the final round of the HP Golf Classic at English Turn Golf and Country Club in New Orleans Monday.

Snapper Parts
Dealer

RAY.
MUR
SUPPLY COMPANY
•, -seltsers Surstrases,s elui-uns
206 East Main St. • 753-3361

Lady Laker tennis
falls to Mayfield
Girls
Mayfield 7, Calloway Co. 2
Alex Brown
Singles — Katie Bogard (C) def. Evelyn NJorge 9-7,
(C) 8Vincent
Jennifer
def.
Cook
Laura
8-1,
(C)
Webb
def. Shelby
def.
Beasley
Missy
8-4,
(C)
Lemons
2, Lainie Georgiou def. Brittany
Nahyun Yoo (C) 8-3, Sarah Seay def. Chelsea Darnell (C) 8-1. Exhibition: Ashley Winkler (C) def.
Emily Berry 9-8, Sarah Haygood def. Clara Franklin
(C) 8-0, Lauren Bradford def. Amy Winkler (C) 84.
Doubles — Georgiou-NJorge def. Bogard-Yoo
(C) 8-3, Brown-Cook def. Vincent-Webb (C) 8-2.
-HayBeasley-Seay def. Colson-Lemons (C) 8-5. Exhibition: Bradford
Weathgood def. Darnell-Franklin (C) 8-4, Lakeisha Watson-Aleisha
erby def. Teela Etheridge-Laura Orduna (C),9-7.

If yop're not satisfied with how hard your
money is working for you, talk to Mark Vinson

BEAUTY

at Heritage Solutions. He can help you
understand the balance between risk and

or

potential investment return. He knows you
want higher returns but don't want to spend

BEAST?

your time worrying about your investments.
Let Mark show you how an AlGi Bonus Tax-Deferred

Breathe Easier With
Allergy & Asthma Clinic

Tit

Annuity, while not FDIC insured, might help you

ANNUITY

Do seasonal allergies make you and your child miserable every spring? At the Allergy & Asthma Clinic we
help the patient feel better fast.
We offer a comprehensive approach. As a specialist
in allergy, we offer diagnosis and treatment for many illnesses, including Asthma, Hay fever, Sinus problems,
Skin allergy, Food allergy, insect sting allergy, and
other allergic conditions.
The Allergy & Asthma Clinic offers same day testing
and diagnosis, so you leave with a treatment plan
Patients feel better faster and everyone can enjoy the
beauty of spring and summer.

earn more investment income with a level of risk
that won't leave you questioning your decision.

HERITAGESOLUTIONS
I
© I NVESTMENTS(12 INSURANCE

301

OFFICE LOCATIONS
Murray, KY - Paris, TN - Union City, TN
800-756-5551

414.
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KY 42071
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NOT FDIC INSURED. NO BANK GUARANTEE
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Students can earn state
scholarships for good grades
The Kentucky Educational
Excellence Scholarship(KEES)is a
great way for high school students
to earn money for college or technical training.
Kentucky students who attend
certified Kentucky high schools'
can earn a KEES award based on
their grade point average (GPA)for
each year of high school and a
bonus award based on the highest
ACT or SAT composite score they
earn before graduation.
To qualify for a base award, students must have at least a 2.5 GPA
for at least one year of high school.
To qualify for a bonus award, students must have earned at least one

base award and score 15 or above
on the ACT.
Scholarship amounts range from
$ I 25 to $500; bonus awards range
from $36 to $500. The scholarship
can be used for up to four years for
most programs of study at participating colleges, as long as the student maintains his or her grades.
Students must begin using the
awards within five years of high
school graduation.
Students do not have to apply for
the scholarship, which is funded by
Kentucky
the
Lottery. The
Kentucky
Higher
Education
Assistance Authority (KHEAA)
will let them know each year how

much they have earned, based on
data submitted by their school to the
Department
Kentucky
of
Education. Students may also
access their KEES account at
KHEAA's
website
www.kheaa.com.
KHEAA is the state agency that
administers scholarships, grants,
savings plans and Federal Family
Education Loans and provides free
financial aid information to students
and parents. For complete details
about KEES, visit www.kheaa.com;
call (800) 928-8926, extension
7394; e-mail kees@kheaa.com; or
write to KHEAA, P.O. Box 798,
Frankfort, KY 40602-0798.

Students can apply for loans on-line

Photo by Sarah Amand

Katlin Walker & Aaron Maisala along with other Calloway County Elementary students play video
games while attending the YMCA Goodtimes Afterschool Program at the Main Street Youth
Center.

A student loan is now just a mouse click away thanks
to eSign, an online process that lets Kentucky students
apply for a loan and sign their promissory note at
www.kheaa.com. the website of the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority (KHEAA).
KHEAA is the state agency that administers grants,
scholarships, work-study, savings plans and Federal
Family Education Loans to help students pay for college
or technical training.
KHEAA's eSign lets students electronically sign the
Federal Stafford Loan Master Promissory Note, eliminating the paperwork and speeding up the loan process,
Students are encouraged to use this paperless process
and to locate their student financial aid personal identifi-

cation number (PIN). This is the same PIN students use
to electronically sign the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) when using FAFSA on the Web.
Completing the FAFSA is the first step in applying for
student financial aid. Students can file online at
www.fafsa.ed.gov. Students who need a PIN can get one
at www.pin.ed.gov.
KHEAA's eSign is available to all schools and
lenders that use KHEAA for processing Federal Family
Education Loans.
For more information about eSign, write to KHEAA,
P.O. Box 798, Frankfort, KY 40602-0798; call (800)
928-8926, ext. 7240; fax (502) 696-7305; or visit
www.kheaa.com.

KEES gives high schoolers
chance to earn college money

Hot Cash
Book lists
sources of
Kentucky
financial aid
Kentuckians seeking sources of
financial aid for college should
check out a copy of Affording
Higher Education, a publication of
the Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority (KHEAA)
and The Student Loan Peoples:
Updated each year, Affording
Higher Education lists thousands
of sources of udent financial aid
available from Kentucky state government, the federal government
and Kentucky colleges. businesses
and organizations.
The book can be found in high
school guidance offices, college
financial aid offices, and public
libraries throughout the state. It is
Photo Provided
also available on KHEAA's webCalloway County High School seniors Tonya Duncan and Alicia Woods accept a donation check
site www.kheaa.com. •
from the Murray Fire Department for Project Graduation.
KHEAA is the state agency that
administers scholarships. grants,
work-study, savings plans and
Federal Family Education Loans
Kentuckians seeking student financial aid have a Student Financial Aid Tips, which helps students learn
and provides free financial aid
free
resource in The Student Loan Peoples and the how to find and apply for financial aid; and Surf the
information to students and parKentucky
Higher Education Assistance Authority Net, which lists web addresses for Kentucky colleges
ents. .[he Student Loan People are
•
(KHEAA).
and universities and other sites that provide free inforthe state's only public, nonprofit•
Established to improve Kentuckians' access to high- mation about higher education and financial aid.
student loan provider. For more er education, the agencies administer scholarships,
To request copies or for more information about
information, visit www.kheaa.com
grants, work-study, savings plans and Federal Family state financial aid programs and services, visit
or www.studentloanpeople.com; Education Loans and provide free financial aid infor- www.kheaa.com or www.studentloanpeople.com.
write to KHEAA, P.O. Box 798, mation to students and parents.
You can contact KHEAA by writing P.O. Box 798,
Brochures that are particularly helpful are Planning Frankfort, KY 40602-0798 or calling (800) 928-8926
Frankfort. KY 40602-0798; call
(800) 928-8926. extension 7381; for College 101, a handy guide to the financial aid extension 7381. You can contact The Student Loan
or
e-mail process; Student Financial Aid Programs, which briefly People by writing P.O. Box 24266, Louisville, KY
describes Kentucky's student aid programs; Top 10 40224-0266 or calling (888)678-4625.
publications@kheaa.com.

The
Kentucky Educational
Excellence Scholarship (KEES) is a
great way for high school students
to earn money for college or technical training.
Kentucky students who attend
certified Kentucky high schools can
earn a KEES award based on their
grade point average (GPA) for each
year of high school and a bonus
award based on the highest ACT or
SAT composite score they earn
before graduation.
To qualify for a base award, students must have at least a 2.5 GPA
for at least one year of high school.
To qualify for a bonus award, students must have earned at least one
base award and score 15 or above on
the ACT.
Scholarship amounts range from

$125 to $500; bonus awards range
from $36 to $500. The scholarship
can be used for up to four years for
most programs of study at participating colleges, as long as the student maintains his or her grades.
Students must begin using the
awards within five years of high
school graduation.
Students do not have to apply
the scholarship, which is funded
the Kentucky Lottery. The Kentuck
Education
Assistance
Higher
Authority (KHEAA) will let them
know each year how much they
have earned, based on data submitted by their school to the Kentucky
Department of Education. Students
may also access their KEES account
at
KHEAA's
website
www.kheaa.com.

From the Lions

Agencies help parents prepare to meet college costs

Check Out These
Shades!
Eyecare Specialties carries
all the latest sunglasses
in designer styles by...
•Vera Wang
•Oakley
•Maui Jim
•Fitovers & More!

308 South

12th St.• Murray • 759-2500
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Photo Prowled

Courtney Lamb, a senior at Calloway County High School,
accepts a donation from Bro. Tim Coles, president of the Hazel
chapter of the Murray Lions Club, for 2004 Project Graduation.

Creative
Arts Gpd Crafts
2539 E. Wood St.
(Odom's Lakeway Shopping Ctr.)

Paris, TN — (731) 641-9900
"Your Hometown Arts & Crafts Shop."

NEW ITEMS IN STOCK EVERY DAY!,
• Assorted Handmade Paper
-Yarn, Knitting & Crocheting
Tools
- Embroidery Patterns &
Floss
• Needlework Fabric &
Accessories
Scrapbooking
Basics
- Stamps, Ink, Punches &
Stencils
- Cross Stitch Kits,
• Quilt Blocks
- Craft/Quilt Cutting mats
-Craft & Art Kits For All Ages

• Kids' Crafts & Fun Stuff
- Assorted Paint-By-Number
Kits
- Artists' & Craft Paints,
Brushes
• Palettes, Easels'& Canvases
- Clay & Modeling Tools
• Assorted "How to" Books
- Our Own "Crafty" Lending
Library
• Decoupage, Paper Mache
Boxes
- and Other Goodies . . .

Most of our items are offered far BELOW retell price!
Come visit us!
STORE HOURS: Tue., Wed. & Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.;
Thur. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

on..
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Hospital Medical Center in BelleScott Adams of Renton, Wash., lies on a bed at Overlake
at right. about 20 minutes prior
vue, Wash., as antibiotics flow into his intravenous tube
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to undergoing knee surgery, as nurse Barbara Fifield
to prevent infections
equipment
expensive
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and effective — but many hospiadministered antibiotics at the right time. Easy. cheap
tals fail to take these steps.
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WKAN-ABC 2 2

nit:ky

Whose?

COURT

ABCD 5:00

nce
em
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*** "Urban Cowboy"

Biography: Henderson Cott] Cue Ales!
Paid Prog. Paid Prog.
Home Videos
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Designers Designers Horne

Design
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Mad Abt Mad AM.

Karen Sisco IC

TOON
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the
igh

SportsCenier(Lee)!
Billiards

Design
Sensible DecontBlind Dale Blind Date Real TV I Real TV!
44 33 30 23 Star Trek Gen,
Oblivious Oblivious Oblivious Oblivious Great Drivers
The Ginner Man(1996)(PA)! Movie: *vi "Desperate Measures"
52 26 21 13 (630) MLB Baseball. San Diego Padres at Atlanta Braves Movie:•.'2'
Aqua
Inuyasha Cowboy Trigun
Dragon- Futurerna Family
Titans
65 32 50 (6.00) Movie
Totally
Coders-

SPIKE

nge
.hip
or
i

Nanny

Nanny

Law & Order

Third Watch!

Full Hee. Full Ilse. Cosby

Sabrina

Golden

Movie: The Man From Snowy River"(1982)

Movie: see "titan Cowboy"(1980, Drama) John Travdta.'PG'

37 72 24 1 Oddpar43 36 18
Outer

HGTV

L.•

Fastbreak Billiards

USA

NICK

a

Samba

Karate
Karate
Karate
Karate
Best or Sucker Free
Wild Boyz Videos
Video Clash
26 49 27 24 Prime Time Players The Real Real Wad Real Wrld OsInside the NBA!
Charmed (in Stereo) Angel "Untouched"I X-Files
28 27 39 14 NBA Basketball: Conference Playoffs.. Teams TBA
• You Thinking?
Rides -Big Miniature" Cherhaulin'
'You Thinking?
2$ 41 41
Rides .13ig miniature" Overhaulin (N)

ESPN2

ly

SporteCenter(uve)I Outside

Baseball

24 29 26 8 NHL Hockey: Sharks at Avalarche
25 30 25
NHL
NHL Hockey

ESPN

Divorce News
Different Different
Divorce Justice
Good Day Live (NI

Young-Restless
Rocldord Files X
Matlock (In Stereo) Heat of Night
Jacobs
J. Meyer Family Insdr- Feed
Your
Jay Jay
I3ooh- Barney Sesame Street! *
Jerry Springer!
Barr- Living Hugh- tFeud
SportsCenter X SportsCersterI Outside 'Baseball
(111111mds
Billiards

Music Videos (In Stereo)
MTV Hits
26 49 27 24 MTV Video Wake-Up (In Stereo)
(In Stereo)! Judging AmyI
ER
I
ER (In Stereo)
28 27 39 14 Pensacola-Wing The Lost World X The Pretender It Charmed!
TNT
NabDating kbkDating
WedWedBaby
Baby
Bus
Hi-5I Peep
Animal Barr! Save
29 41 41
TLC
Nanny
Golden
Laverne
Livenw
Nanny
Golden
Nanny
Golden
DesignSudFit Ule Workout
Paid
10 52 31 31 Paid
UFE
Movie: *** "Go"(1999), Taye DiggsI JAG!
32 51 49 5 Single Single Martin JAG -Snaciow" X Movie: * "Criminal Behavior (1992)
USA
of Evir(1954)'NR'
(4.55) lAovie: 'The locress Fie'(1965) Movie: "The Man From Snowy Rive( Movie: itit** "G.vden
34 58 29
AMC
City Confidential
Murder-Wrote
Murder-Wrote
Mystery)
(1973,
"Shamus"
se*
Movie:
Gambling!
Teen
Paid
Paid
35 35 44 27
A&E
Full flee. GrowHeaven!
7th
Club!
Rangers Digimon Grow- Living The 700
Digimon Bey36 53 36 2 J. Meyer Feed
FAN
Maggie
Little
BluesDora
BluesDora
RubbaArnold Oddpar- Rocket Rugrats Sponge Max
37 22 24 4 oNickNICK
Sensible
Small
Homes
Country
Room
Room
'
Duvall
TIPical Quilts Duvall
Journal SoiuPaid
Paid
43 36 18
HGTV
7 Days 'Pilot"!
MacGyver X
Baywatch I
Baywatch X
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
44 33 30 23 Paid
SPIKE
Saved- SavedCreek
Dawson's
Creek
Dawion's
I
Measures"(1997)
"Desperate
52 26 21 13 Mama Mama Saved- Saved- Movie:
WTBS
Torn
Knott
Who's
Scooby
.
Scooby
Looney
Looney
Torn
Grim
Edd
Ed,
Gi
Yu
Trans- .Courage Coders65 32 50
TOON
Trial Heat
Court
Open
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
COURT 66 61 ,
1066 Park: Top 10 Live
BET
BET Start
BET Morning Inspiration
67 39
BET
Smash Hits of Country
70 34
CIETV
Ede Falco.
**'i "Angels in Me aided" Movie:**'-i "Mars Atiacksr(1996)I 'Movie:*** 'Sunshine State"(2002)
Air)
51
(Oft
71
6511
HBO
GefrI
That
'Who's
Movie:
Wanted"
Most
"MahbOs
cc
Movie: **** "Far From the Madding Crowd"(1967)'GP'!
(4.15) Movie
115 72 54
MAX
(1970)
,
'
Dram
of
"Rraes
2
,
**'
Movie:
X
978)
Movie: en The Small Hero" Movie: "It Takes Two"119881 Movie: "Comes a Horseman"(1
711 73 52
SHOW
Wiggles
IKosie
PEW
Out-Box
Rae
Rae
Stanley
Wiggles
Stanley Wiggles JoJo
Jai°
Bear
Pooh
73 31 57
DISH
'They Went That-A-Way & That-A-Way"
Movie "The Adventures of Gerard" Movie: 'The Monkey Hustle" Movie: ** "Full Moon High"
AS
FLIX
$1'I "Quick Change-R'
***'-i
"Insomnia"(2002)
16ilovie:
Making
Days"'
Last
"The
Movie:
(1997)
Movie: ** "The Empty Mino(
651
HBO2
MTV

ABCD 12:00112:30 1:00

1:30

2:00 1 2:30

3:00

3:30

VISIP/41C 4 4

Judy
All My Children! One Life to Live 31 General Hospital Judy
All My Children! One Life to Live! General Hospital Maury!
Days of Ow Lives Or, Phil
Passions!
News
News

WTYF-CBS 5 5

V&R

WKR14-ABC 2 2
WSL-ABC

3 3 3

Talk of the Town

Bold

Guiding Light!

Edition HollyWPSD-NIX 6 6 6 6 Days of Our Lives Passions!
7 All My Children! One Life to Live! General Hospital
W88..1-ABC 7 7
Virtues Lions Libertys Shrinks Zoboo
FreeWNPT.PBS 8 8
Paid
KIISI-For 9 9 2 3 Brown Brown The 700 Club I Paid
VIOTY-UP11 10 17 11 30 Paid

Paid

KFVS-C85 12 12 12 12 News! Bold
16 38 9 10 News in Stereo)
WGN
INSP

17 83 28

WKSIU-P85 21 21 5
VIDKA-W13 22 16 10
24 29 26
ESPN

Enter-

Main

As World Turns

Hest of Night
Fellow- Mae- lager-

As World Turns

News

5:00
News

5:30
ABC

Montel Williams IC NewsI ABC
NBC
Oprah Winfrey I News
News

Edition News

CBS

Maury!

Million- News! NBC
ABC
Opt-air Winfrey X News

Dragon Sawa
Parkers Spin

Barney Clifford Ailhur
How
On Air Ryan

DC

Phil

Mak-

Mali-

Guiding Light!

Wayne Brady

Street

News

4:30

Jeop-

Starting Over X
Street

4:00

Cosby

Cosby

Cross-

Cross-

6:00
News

6:30
Fortune

NewsI Enter-

News! Fortune
News

Fortune

Zoom! News-Lehrer
King-Hill Simp70e

Ask Rite Blind

Oprah Wirdrey X News! CBS
Will
FreshPr FreshPr filom-

58

Horn-

Cerullo
Bed Bug Discov- SRN Top Ten
News-Lehrer
BuseBerens- Shrinks Zoom! Libenys Cyber- Reading Canoed Dragon Page
11 TeteLions
Mega- Poke- Yu Gi ,CopsI Cops! Manna Griffith
Sisk
Richi Lake(N)! Osbourne Show Ellen Show
Inlerrupt SpcetsCenter if NHL Hockey (Live;
NBAF- Horn
NBA
Great
NBA
NBAF- Great
8 FastGreat
NHL Hodeey (Live)
2003 Poker
Poker
2003
List
Hot
Soccer
UEFA Champ, League
SportsCenter X NBA
Direct Beet
Making
Movie
X
TRL
RealWr1FlealWrl24 (10.00) Music Videos (In Stereo)
Life

ESPN2

25 30 25

MTV

26 49 27

TNT

28 V 39 14 Law & Order!

NYPD Slim!
Wed-

Wed-

Iraqi-

Mass

NYPD Blue!
Baby

Baby

Judging Amy! Angel (In Stereo)
Trading Spaces! While You Out

Ching- lieges

Hider/

Charmed I

Law & Order I

Clan Sweep!

his Fix!

A&E

ProSec
Nanny
30 52 3131 Unsolved Myst Movie: et* "Switched at 8411'(1991) Any Day Now! Strong Medicine Golden Golden Nanny
JAG "Secrets'I
Texas Ranger
Movie: *** "Frequency"(2000) Dennis Quaid I Texas Ranger
32 51 49 5 JAG! Texas Ranger
(11 301 Movie: 'The Tall 149,i 1955)Movie:'The Man From Snowy River" Movie: *** "Urban Cowboy"(1980) John Travona 'PG'
34 58 29
City Confidential American Justice
Murder-Wrote
35 15 44 27 American Justice Movie: *** •Shamus"(1973, Mystery) Murder-Wrote

FAM

36 53 36 2 Family

Family

NICK

37 22 24 4 Max

Dora

HGTVHGTV

43 36 18

SPIKE
WIN

44 33 30 23 Deep Space 9
52 26 21 13 Cosby Cosby

TOON

65 32 50

TLC
UFE
USA
AMC
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BET

29 41 41

66 61
,67 39

CIATV

70 34

HBO

611 71 51

MAX

165 72 54

SHOW

IN 73 52

DISH

78 31 57

FLI X

?I

19302
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Decorat- Curb

Toni & Jerry

Full Hee, Full Has, 7th Heaven I
U-Pick Arnold Rugrats Sponge
Amanda
Rugrats Rugrats Neutron Neutron Neutron Neutron Sponge
House
MUM
Building Land- Curb
It
Mission _Design Design Design- Home Design- Outer
9
Space
Deep
TV
Reel
TV
Reel
TV
TV
Reel
Reel
Reel
Real
TV
PI
Highlander!
Star Trek Gen.
IFfiends
Seinteld
Sebald
HornHow
Dreiv
Drew
Harvey
Harvey
Cosby FreshPt FreshPr

Step

Step

So Little Full Hu. 7th Heaven!

Looney Looney Grim

Both Sides
BET Now

The Center

Smash His of Country

BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY * 753-4751
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Switch& Knock

Ed. Edd Coden- Ed, Edd Totally

Closing Arguments

*LIFE INSURANCE
*AUTOMOBILES
*HOMEOWNERS
*COMMERCIAL

kiissoun

NewsI RayWill

•

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

News
News

or cruciate ligament IACI.) reconstruction surgery.
"I'll be back playing tooth:III
"again next year," he predicted.
About 7t(0,(XX) surgeries lead Ii
infections in the United States eas:11
year, about 2.6 percent of the t9ta(
A 1992 analysis published in the
"Hospital
journal
medical
Infections" found that a surgical
infection adds an average of $3,152
to the infected patient's hospital bill.
Other studies estimate that 4()
percent to 60 percent of surgical
infections are preventable. The most
powerful preventive medicine is
antibiotics, given within an hour of
incision. Give the drugs too early or
too late, and they'll either wear off
or won't get into the bloodstream
fast enough to work.
This isn't new information.
Studies dating .back to 1957 base
told doctors about the need for welltimed antibiotics. So what's the
holdup?
"There are problems translating
good research into actual practice:.
said Dr. 'Dale Bratzler, principle
the
for
coordinator
clinical
Oklahoma Foundation on Medical
Quality and a leader of the national
Prevention
Infection
Surgical
Project. He's working W ith the
authors of major antibiotic studies to
set consistent national guidelines.
With 10,000 studies published
every year, "there is no physician
that can keep p with all the publications." Brattler said. "We need to
make it more systematic."'
He said the best thing patients
can do to protect themselses is,to
ask their surgeons about antibiotic
Bob Billington
treatment and make sure to explain
provides coverage for
any drug allergies. Also, general
S
SUPPLEMENT
*MEDICARE
good nutrition and health w ill help.
*BONDS
"LONG-TERM CARE
he said. The healthier a patient is
•FARMERS
*HEALTH
going into surgery, the smaller the
*MOTORCYCLES
•WORKERS COMPENSATION (Group & Inthodual)
chance of infection.

matic at Overlake Hospital, a 337By REBECCA COOK
community hospital in suburban
bed
Writer
Press
Associated
Overlake recently took part
Seattle.
liFI.1,EVUE, Wash. (AP) — To in a 13-month surgical infection preprcs ern Scott Adams' knee surgery
vention program run by Qualis
fr,)in getting infected, doctors at Health, a Seattle-based health care
ON. erlake Hospital Medical Center
quality improvement organization.
didn't need fancy new medicine or The hospital cut its number of surgiexpensive equipment.
cal infections by more than half,
Instead, they took simple steps from 12 in 2002 to five in 2003. The
that are proven to prevent infection. hospital performs more than 14,000
They kept Adams warm during sur- operations annually.
gery, clipped his leg hair instead of
Adams, a jovial 31-year-old
shaving it, and administered antibiengineer who blew out his knee
otics at the right time.
playing flag football, noticed the
Easy, cheap and effective — but emphasis on preventing infection.
many hospitals fail to take these
"Pretty much anybody who put a
steps. Although fewer than 3 percent
in me talked about the risk of
needle
of the 30 million U.S. surgeries each
year result in infection, the cost of infection," he said.
His leg hair was clipped instead
treating it raises the cost of hospital
of shaved because shaving causes
care and insurance.
in
And the stakes are even higher: tiny skin abrasions that can let
getting a surgical infection doubles infection. He got antibiotics exactly
20 minutes before his surgeon made
a patient's chance of dying.
cut, the optimum time for
A national survey of 39,000 oper- the first
most infection-fighting
the
getting
half
nearly
ations in 2002 found that
the drugs. And doctors
from
power
the patients didn't get antibiotics at
kept him warm, which
nurses
and.
the
of
one
is
which
time,
correct
the
helped his body fight infection.
best ways to prevent infection.
Adams particularly enjoyed the
to
trying
are
Health care leaders
hugger," a comfortable puffy
"bear
reduce infection risk. By concentratwarm air, that he
ing on simple preventive measures, blanket filled with
surgery.
during
wore
gova
in
part
56 hospitals that took
"I've got to get one of those for
ernment-sponsored project last year
overall
their
at home," Adams said: He was
me
cutting
in
succeeded
surgical infection rate by 27 percent\ recovering comfortably and infecThe results were even more dra- tion-free a few days after his anteri-
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Hospitals learn simple steps
can help prevent infections

Lyoko

Catherine Crier
Rap City: The Beware

Turtles Titans

'Porrerrion 3"

Cope! Copal
BET
1066 Put Top 10 Live

NYPD Blue I

Crossroads

Movie: cc "Salon and After"(1996)! Movie: *** Strishre Steer(2002)1
Bill Russell
Movie: "Good Burger"(1997) Man
Movie: "Charlie's kvot: Full Throttle" Movie: cc* "New Jack City" Ilichle: et* -Piny flerty"(1971)11'I Movie: "good Won* (2002)
"Everything You Wanted Ai " Movie:,'I "The Jennv Shoo'(2001) Male: **Yi 'The Outsider(2002)I
"Now to Get-Adverkwrig"
Se* SSW [LW"
Proud Even
Remo 1100
House House Recess Lko
Stanley Pooh
JoJo
Movie: *,t,"Mated Cora:any"(1974)
Movie: "Empire or the Ants" *Me:*** "Anna"(1987) Movie: **ii "For Keeps"(1988)1
(20021
Movie Movie: * longshor(2001) Movie: "Loncaruni"(20001 I Movie: **‘i "1ff(19119)I Movie: is limey Stands shr

It's time for the Murray Ledger & Times
annual Graduation Section.
If you did not have your senior picture made by Allison Photography,
please take a current picture of yourself to your high school office.
Please list your full name, school and phone number on the back
of the picture.

DEADLINE MAY 7, 2004
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Araverrisers ant requested to CNC% OW 1Iffil
r11141(101 01 their ads tor any error Murray
LerVer 6 Times MI be reeponstwe tot only one
morose inserom Any lora shouid be reported
mmedately so corrections can be made
DEADLINES
-.Fri. II a.m.
Monday .....-.......
Mon. 11 cm.
Tuesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wednesday
Thursday
F ridgy
Saturday

Wed. 11 a.m.
Wed. 6 p.m.
Thur 12 p m.

Murray Ledger & limes Fair Housing Act Notice
AU mel mute ...herbed hew is xiblect to the Federal FL/
.ht.h nuke' it ilIyito ad.ertn.e. any preference, Luc
HOUSIIIN
boon or diwnmulabon based on be coiut religion set. handicap,
kih011lial webs or national own.or mammon to make any such pert
limitabons a chscnnunaboi
Star laws torbid dairurunabon in the saic instal or advertising ot
real esuS based on la tors in addibon to those protected under kd
real law
We will luvwvingly env any adi ertrang iorreal estatr which ts not
in loiation ot the law All persons are hereby intormed that all
eliegs advertised are available r in an equal opporturun basas
Fur turther assistance with Fair Housub Adserusulg
irquarments, contact NAA Counsel Rene P tilam.
(AM rAN IWO

010
020
026
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
166
160

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
He Wanted
Position Wanted
Cionsestk 4 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articies For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antbues
Lawn 4 Garden

190
195
203
210
220
260
270
260
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
360
340
410
425

FormIquipmertt
Heavy Equipment
Sporb Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sate
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile HOMO* For Rent
Mottles Home Lots For Rent
BUsIrwpas Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms Foe Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 4 Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Leese

430
436
440
44.5
450
455
460
470
480
465
490
445
500
510
520
530
560
570

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rant
Farms FM Sate
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

www.murrayledgencom
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

lors
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I
$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Ail i Ad. M1441401 V.aih,n e Day Peet.,
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE A.12 AND LT WILL APPEAR QN
THE WEBSITE AT ND EXTRA CHARGE,
I 'ti)',
I I
$8.00 First Day - 20 wor•s or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
$215 extra for Shopper(Mon. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$2.50 extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

on
er
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennif Jacks
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
20
Notice

Notice

Help Wanted

1

-11311Want to Buy

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent

Ferrite For Sale

commerical prop. for rent

LI
470
Motorcycles & ATY's

02' YZ85 Yamaha dirt bike
100 acres (+-) Joins WildFOR rent or lease: Re
NOW LEASING
2BR East of Murray de
like new. (270)753-8156
excellent
d
Campgroun
cat
Lott
Office
Historic
stored
2
Apts.
1, & 3bedroom
posit and references re
or (270)293-3782
spaces overlooking Court hunting, county water,
We accept Section
pets.
No
quired.
01' Harley Sportster cusSquare. Oak floors, Brick power. Good pine & hard8 vouchers.
(270)489-2506
tom, 883cc, pearl white,
walls, can be seen at 100 wood timber $1200 per
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
For sale or rent 99' 16X80.
M-F acre 270-871-2834
upstairs.
lots of extras. Have to
N.4th
902 Northwood Dr
h
$450/mont
acre,
on .6
call
or
see! Low miles. 7,500.
9:00-4:00
Monday,
Risner
rent. Rosemary
Acreage
489-2167
753-6669.
Fhday.
,
Wednesday
270-210-4756
2001 Yamaha YZ with exPhone 759-4984.
Now accepting
USED Fork Litt Tanks. NICE 2BR mobile home
LARGE Building approx
new
like
Equal Housing
is pasture, tras,
most
Acres
29
No
pets.
sale.
or
applications for
for rent
B&B Brokers.
5,000 sq ft 520 S 4/h St.
Opportunity
Well (270 753-7701
frontage.
road
ft
543
4270)753-4389
753-9866
Formerly Wholesale Tire
TDD #1-800-648-6056
kept 16X60 2 BR 2 bath
Store Hours: Mon.-Fd. 7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Hostesses &
deposit
WANT to buy: Junk Car
plus
$750
ECI
mobile & 40X34 metal
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1000 a.m.
Servers
RED OAKS APTS.
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
and Trucks. Call (270)
759-4874
or
753-1513
& garage. Located
shop
Special
Six
435-4415
Apply in person
474-2540 or 293-6199
minutes from KY Lake in 2001Chevy
Lumina
$100 Deposit
616 N. 12th Street
days a week
sale
LOT
Pets & Supplies
County. 73,000 mi (270) 767-9744
Calloway
$2813
1BR
From
4
mowers,
riding
WANTED
SCORES'PORTABLE
$75,500. Call SUE WYNN, 1960 Chevy Bel-aire, 4-dr,
2BR From $325
BOARDS has positions wheeler, go carts that
estate
Real
Johnson
Obedience
DOG
Call
Today!
good condition. $1,600.
career needs work. 436-2867
for
available
1-888-933-9019
Master Trainer.
753-8668.
Call after 4pm. (270)
with
minded individuals
150
460
436-2858.
437-3862.
VERY nice roomy 2BR 2
Articles
Charlie Miller Rd. Ahno/Dexter, KY
superior people skills as a
1 Bedroom apartments, al
Homes For Sale
510
bath w/garage All applianFor Sale
Sales Associate you will
appliances at the Oaks
1 yr lease 1 month
ces,
Campers
be working with new and
Apartments. Coleman RE.
3BR 1 1/2 bath carport
de sit No pets 753-2905
existing customers primar759-4118
covered
20X20 great room
16 Foot self contained
Hours 8 sm..I
ily by telephone and Interdeck. 3 car detached ga1 BR furnished or unfurtravel trailer, sleeps 6,
office.
Murray
our
from
net
4pin.•6p.m.
rage 1 mile from city limits
nished $225 month, low
1978 Chevy Suburban.
If you are upbeat, confi(270)767-0638
pets.
no
270-753-5410
utilities,
Ready to Go! $2250 for
28R lba near Colchvate
dent, enjoy working with
BY Owner: 4 Bedroom, 1 both (270)753-3230 leave
U701753-3949
o
family
small
for
perfect
people, have outstanding
Road
Hopkins
1220
big
workshop,
Bath.
1 OR 2br apts near downmessage
two people. Deposit and
phone skills and want a
753-0249
yard 561 90.0 753-4109
town Murray starting, at
No
required.
please
2000 Mallard 26ft, slidereferences
rewarding career,
FOR Sale: 28R 2 bath exlike to play slot c,200/mn 753-4109
out, travel trailer, Hitch inpets. (270)489-2506
apply. We offer excellent DO you
060
cellent mobile 1 acre lot,
020
and/or fish for 1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
$12,000
cluded,
pay with a bonus incentive machine
St.
Vine
1416
House
2BR
Dexter
or
Rd.
Morns
753-1252
Help
Wanted
MSU.
free.
near
for
Notice
(270 762-0993
plan and a competitive catfish. Do both
498-8542
(731)
Pets
No
Berniece
Contact
532.500.
753-0606
020
place your ad
benefit package. Send re- Call 1270)748-1
new, seParson Coldwell Banker
1BR 1 bath C/H/A all ap- 38R 2 bath like
FREE BOOTH SPACE
sume to: S'portable Score- L.P Gas Refills. Special
garages,
system
call
(270)753-1651
$21.95 pliances 1 yr lease 1 mo curity
AVAILABLE. Tooters Anboards, Attn: Human Re- new 20 lb. cyl.
pets fireplace. 7.5 miles. ColeNo
KY LAKE SUBDIVISION
(270) deposit,
Brokers.
tique Mall located downsources, 106 Max Hurt Dr, B&B
man RE (270)759-4118
WITH VIP 1994 Red & white
is now taking
FRONT
2905
LAKE
(270)753753-4389
curis
KY
Hazel,
town
Murray KY 42071
3BR 2 bath spacious duELEC- 175hp. inboard 19' boat
&
Oaks
.
DOCK
BOAT
appliances
an
for
ns
all
1BR
applicatio
collectiUK
and
Nascar
Employment
rently renting dealer space
SUMMER
hours
plex, great location all
TRIC. 2 master suites for sale. Low
Experienced
bles going out of business apartmqnts, 759-4118
and offering the first
Opportunity! Great Work
7903 or
(270)293-9372 $11,000
(270)753apps.
w/Ja1
baths
3
all
apin
all
7BR
evaitabie,
apt
store
1BR
Technician.
month rent FREE. We are
Environment on Kentucky sale. Everything in
cuzzi. Lg LA W fireplace, 01' Duracraft 14'x4, 25 hp
Get pliances furnished. Mur- (270)753-7813
certain after you try us you
Lake!! Horsemanship Di- 1/2 off sticker prices.
Must be state
430
C/H/A
3BR
HAZEL
Realty 753-4444
D/R large kitchen with 2 Johnson, 34 lb troll back
early
1;a1
gifts
Chnstmas
your
Injust
hip
hassle,
will like us. No
rector, Horsemans
Real Estate
licensed certified to
$400/month lease & des, 2 stoves. All depth finder. $1,400 obo.
Ask
.
refrigerator
apartments
Every1BR-4BR
savings.
large
at
sales
great
structor, Archery Director,
do termite
appliances stay sunroom 489-2167.
N. 4th about move in free days. posit (270)492-8526
(270)492-8175
Aquatics Supervisor, Din- thing in Murray 500
overlooking Lake 2 car at- 19FT Bass Boat 200
NICE 2BR 2 bath, no pets
treatment in the state
Bell rxilernan RE 759-4118
ing Hall Steward, Kitchen St. and Pans 1801
FOR Auctions Contac
SEALED bids for upkeep
Johnson
to $600/mo (270)753-3293
tached garage -30X40 bo- horse
close
duplex
bedroom
2
go.
of KY. Apply in person
Must
Ave.
more
For
Manager, Gook.
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
of Bethel Cemetery Deadbe
boat
Can
5pm
,
30X40
8659
after
room,
refrigerator
nus
(270)753stove,
MSU
N.
121
At.
St.
160
at 1604
information contact: Matt
or Roger Stubblefield 527line is May 8. 2004 12 00
hookup.
storage basement beauti- seen at 307 Wcxxilawn.
washer/dryer
360
Furnishings
or
Home
759-0869
@
Roberts
2931
Send to Judith
Noon
fully landscaped with circle 98 Ranger 487vs, loaded
$325 435-4114
Storage Rentals
Walker
Lamb 543 Temple Hill Dr EXPERIENCED painters Grant
drive. Gentle slope to the with 2 low range graphs,
Northwood
apts
2BR
2,
pay 354-9563.
good
WWW.TROTTERS
needed,
Alm°, KY 42020
GREAT Get Away or per- Lake (270) 354-9008
furmotor guide, trolling moappliances
All
area
The Bull Pen now hinng WOODSHOP.COM
(270)698-4706_
manent home close to REDUCED 3BR lbath tor, 200 h.p. Johnson
nished Call 293-6968
ng. nea
Warehousi
A&F
bar
servers,
d
conLight
experience
Wanted.
753-0249
HELP
Located ap- close
downtown venom, stainless steel
to
2BR NEAR MSU
$20-50 Lake Access.
MSU
180
struction 5300-5500 per tenders, and dishwashers.
kept.
prox. 9 miles east of Mur- 548 900 OBO 435-4114
garage
prop,
759-4118.
RE
Coleman
668
(270)753-7
Lawn & Garden
week Must be depend- Apply in person between
ray on a nice shady, lust SALE/RENT
2ba $14,500. 247-1766 or
3br
C/H/A
Duplex
2BR.,
2-4pm 110 S 5th St
able (270)492-8488
under 2 acre lot double Wextra room, large deck, 559-5220.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
MURRAY Store and Lock wide/modular with brick
IMMEDIATE opening for TRAVEL USA National TOPSOIL. We will load
lakeview, lake access.
Ln 2-3BR, 1 presently has units availaReceptionist/Book- firm now hinng 18-24 girls Call for an appointment 901 Sunny
and 2 porches. 3 bedroom Hamlin (270)436-2294 afcarport,
room,
Services Offered
utility
bath,
and
753ble 753-2905 or
keeper. Must be fnendly and guys to work
with walk in closets, 3 ter 6pm (270)753-4390
(270 753-9274
$475
7536
v4/fire
and easy to talk with. Ex- travel the US $500 hinng
room
TIRED of yard sales? me
living
bath,
M-F 9-4-00pm
1102 Pogue 2BR, 1 bath,
too Sandra D's diner perience in Quickbooks, bonus. 2 weeks training, 2
place and gas logs, family
436-2867 Joe's Small En
www.kyfsbodirect.com
or
753-3415
Call
$350
transportavacations,
new
Excel and access a must. paid
Bid/Buy Every Tues.
room wifire place, dining Online directory of local
gine Repair. Free pick
AGE
MINISTOR
PREMIER
753-7123
guarnice size for
item High Bid/Buys- 94 Apply in person to Auto- tion furnished return
and
room
up/delivery.
bath BEAUTIFUL brand new
2
control
3BR
climate
16X80
'Inside
pact- Tl1PS Mil, Friday
mated Direct Mail 87 anteed. If your enthusiaskitchen. New roof in 2002, sale by owner houses.
storage
437-4465
2BR apartments extremly
436-5141 A AFFORDU Pick We pick starting Spruce Street Suite B. tic, eager to earn while
good well and septic in Browse listings or adver'Security alarmed
want to 2000 Fleetwood 28X52 nice 2 bath, large living
42071 you learn, and
KY
Murray
ABLE HAULING. Clean
May 1 St through season
very easy cooling tise with pics and descrip1998
.Safe & clean
travel. Then don't wait to 1.19 acres, emaculate room & kitchen. Every apsigns (270)753-8887
follow
Kirksey
out garages, gutters, junk
and heating. Priced under tion. No commission. Call
boxes!
sell
*We
C/H/A,
furnished.
at condition. $55,000 Call pliance
Teresa
& tree work
1270 489-6130
550,000 Nights and week- 767-9308 for info.
NOW Hiring for all posi- call
.We rent U-Hauls.
large patio, storage includyour 1270)536-3598
ends (270)753-4210 or
tions, for all shifts. Apply (270)753-1123. For
753-9600.
.
2 ed. No pets. 1 year lease,
Lost and Found
Day (270)753-6118
in person @ Sonic Drive- future career. Monday-Fri 98 16X80 3 Bedroom
bath_ Must be moved. deposit required $595/mo
day 9:00am-5.00pm only
in. 217 S. 12th Street.
759or Shroat Developer
$17,500 759-2316
FOUND Brown bag left at No Phone Calls Please_
'1772
753-4022
Position Wanted
part-time
hiring
NOW
Robertson
294
sale,
yard
CLAYTON Home In Cam&
ers
housekeep
needed
759-1680
(Day)
nice,
rd.
EXCEPTIONALLY
den, TN is selling the
(Night) office help for America's
ext 1156
large, 2 bedroom, duplex.
for
lot
the
on
Homes
15
Show
Express
WAITRESS
Pick-up
Paradise Resort.
492-8533 after 5PM
Excellent location. All ap7""rrAnall.1.111
,
greatly reduced prices_
* y--i....1111
a
applications at Coldwell years 270)436-2505
pliances including washer
JUST give us a call,
Come see us today & pick
St
12th
S
090
414
Banker
& dryer. 270-759-5885 or
we'll be glad to help,
out your dream home. We
Murray KY
Dornestk & Childcare
270-293-7085
Your loved one we'll
THREE ACRE MINI TRACT
financing.
the
of
care
take
OTR Drivers home most
try to find,
Located off Oaks Rd. Fenced area with Stable and
429
(731)584-9
immediate
Haze
in
AT home mom
Cause we all have Furry weekends,
FORREST View ApartTobacco Bam. Additional acreage available. Restricted
openings Run Midwest providing childcare to FREE CREDIT ANALYor Feathered Friends,
1213 N. 16th St.,
ments
an
with water and gas utilities. Call for your private
up
area
set
and
Call
SIS.
needs.
your
and South Lanes, No meet
Here at the
today now accepting applicant
showing of this location or additional three acre tracts.
appointme
Average
Freight.
Touch
342
(270)492-6
Ledger & Times.
tions for 2br townhouses,
Paul Garland 753-2905 or 293-8595.
1-800-533-3568.
New
2200-2500 mPw
Will
5360/
EXPERIENCED:
rent
basic
Reduction
Y
INVENTOR
Health Insurance Plan.
bedroom
clean up after new conSale. We have 5 models month.One
Paid Vacations. and 401K
Call
struction, remodeling, be$330/month.
that we are selling at inRequirements. Class A
fore and after renters,
753-1970. Leave Mesawean
for
Looking
voice.
OTR,
years
CDL, Two
windows.
floors.
some deal than visit Keith sage.
clean MVR Mini age 23,
Valerie.
436-5914.
HAZEL Apartments
Baker Homes and SAVE,
ATTENDANTS MODELS 800-886-7633 ext 126 at
Cleaning
s for
SAVE, SAVE, SAVE. Now taking application
NEEDED- Paradise Club Bestway Express, Inc HOUSE
505
Rent based
(270)436-2
units.
2br
&
1
no
facility,
naturist
3568.
Spa,
1-800-533&
EOE IN 042604
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Mobility impairSUMMER
experience necessary, will PAINTERS Wanted: Local
KEITH Baker Homes is on income.
Phone.
.
accessible
ment
train Earn up to 51.000 painting contractor is reTUTORING
now selling Southern En& Thurs
per week Call (270) 247- cruiting experienced pro- Keep learning momentum
ergy Homes. Call us to- 492-8721. Mon
We Specialize in Cleaning"
No.
TOO
10-12am
student.
TN
Pans
1140
your
visit
the
day or
fessional painters Must going for
Equal
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
for 1-800-648-6056,
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Home.
location
CALVERT City firm seeks have at least 4yrs experi- •1-1 Instruction
Housing Opportunity.
Ennchment
3568
•RemediaV
in stock.
1-800-533details
Cleaning
call
External
•All
Please
•Brick
ence
chemist with instrumenta
LIVE Oak Apts,
xperience
Keith Baker Homes is a
Available
tion knowledge Please (270)753-6895 leave mes- •Certified/E
Cleaning
'Acid
#1 & #2 available in most colors
Newly Remodeled
RATES
leading retailer in manufax resume to Bob Auer- sage No walk-in applica- REASONABLE
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Dnvev.a).
IBA $290.00
FREE CONSOLIDATION
factured homes and now
tions accepted.
bach at (270)395-5(170
2BR $340.00
0)767-9585
Phone (270) 767-0313
offers MODULAR HOMES
EARLY child care centers PURYEAR Nursing home
David Borders
3BR $425 00
(270) 527-7176
Call today for details
are looking for full/part has a position open for
$100 deposit special for
1-800-533-3568
time professionals to guide certified nursing assistant
applicants
qualified
children ages birth through and weekend RN Contact
a
and
Land
NEED
Also accepting applicaafter school Child devel- Anita (731)247-3205 FOF
Clayton Homes in
Horne?
A Bigger Selection -- A Better Price?
tions for fall
busiopment knowledge re- SAFETY advisors $2500 ESTABLISHED local
TN has land
Camden
Sure To Shop - Before You Buy,
Be
8-2
hours
Office
Convenquired Apply at 109 S
Month. manager trainee's ness for sale
available in several counMon-Fri
inquines
serious
ience/gas
15th St_ Murray
53000 month Company
ties Come see us today Call
today for appointment
Contact Pat at
VISA
EVENING & Weekend will train. Call M-F 9am- only
for your land/home pack753-6221
Properties
dishwasher please apply 1pm only! 1-R00-578-8799 Grey's
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
age! We take care of the
NICE 2br Duplex, carport.
in person at Sirloin Stock- SPORTMAN'S ANCHOR (270)759-2001
(across from Memorial Gardens)
financing (731)584-9429
no pets 753-7457 or
ade
MARINA needs part time
120
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
REPO'S Repo's We've V136-8357.
MURRAY Calloway Tran- store clerk with cash regisComputers
Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Visa.
Cash.
and
check
got'em Come
sit Auttionty is looking for ter, calculator experience.
VERY nice 2BR 2 bath apWe
today!
selection
the
Delivery - 270-753-4566
Free
knowlpart
fishing & boating
that right person to be
C/H/A 1
have several different fi- pliances furnished
MOM COMPUTERS
edge helpful Call during
of our Team Position
demonth
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
year lease 1
nancing options available
A. Certified Technician
Part-time Driver For more the week only 9.00 to
4 77' P,
pets
C
No
01;,-r
Where
posit
Clayton Homes, Camden,
On site service
call 4 00pm to arrange for ininformation
905
(270)753-2
TN (731)584-9429
759.3556
(270)753-9725 To apply
terview and fob application
(270)354-6568
607 Poplar Suite B

s LYNN GROVE
FEED 84 SEED

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray

- Tobacco Supplies - Mulch
- Lava Rock - Fertilizer
- Ornamental & Shade Trees
- Garden Seed - Lawn Seed - Sod

JP,cse5ose3ei, csoscsei,c•
WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK

Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays!
Starting May 1st Until Season End

Classifieds
Office Open

NOW OPEN

Trotter's Wood Shop
& Design Store

STRAWBERRIES

7:30n -5pm
Mon • Fri

c,c'SC'Sc'ciclC3C303ci05c"SCh3CA

To

SERVALL

753-1916

L.

a

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753-3853

Your Home Improvement Headquarfers
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal
Services

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
It* Be Here
For Only
$2.511° Per Month!
..•

•

"'" .....

-

David's Home
Improvement

Murray Siding

Wit ow Co.
* Garages
* Vinyl Siding
* Barns
* Replacemerit Windows
* Metal & Shingle Roofing * Extenor Restoration
Services
* Beautiful Sunrooms &
* Licensed & Insured
Screen Rooms

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
VISA &

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work,
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters.
753-2592

FREE MOWING!!*
Full Service Lawn & Landscape Maintenance
***Quality of the Amish•—
•Flexible Pricing
•All Work Guaranteed
•References Available

WANTED: Lawns to mow.
Reliable 753-7779 leave
message
YARDS to mow, all yards
push mowed. Call 7538101

A Company You Can Trust

Call (270)293-8923 or (270)345-2082
'First mowing free!

Lynn Grove, Kentucky

Ornamental & Shade Trees

:us -

Sod Installation • Pickup • Delivery

ate

Office (270) 435-4083
Jeremy Workman • Richard Price

exsew

rina
'44

l-dr,
100.
I70)

ned
s 6.
-ban,
for
eave

slideti in1.000

evhite
boat
MIMS

10
?5 hp
back
obo

200
inson
1 be
iaded
aphs,
moinson
steel
kept
or

II En
pick

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel.
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track hoe
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
finishing,
CONCRETE
sidewalks, patios, driveways, free estimates.
(270)435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor, work

Services Offered

Services Offered
492-8688 Roof Repairs
New Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING fall around clean-up,
gutters, tree work. 4362867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal.
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower
repair, Tune-up specials,
Pick-up' Delivery. Work
guaranteed. 436-2867
ALAN'S PAINTING
Bnng in the Spnng with
professional interiorexterior painting reasonable
rates, Free estimates! Satisfaction Guarantee! 731593-5155
ALL CARPENTRY Readditions,
modeling,
sun
docks,
porches,
rooms, roofing, sagging
floors, termite & water
damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
ANY ELECTRICAL need,
new, old or trouble. Call
LicAinsurance
Ken,
12701753-7091
APPLIANCE Repair Service & Parts. Installation
available. 270-293-8726 or
759-5534 Chuck Van Buren

M.icrard AepIei

731-247-5422

Corey Huie 270-293-9858

Worm's Turf & Trees

Batter Up!

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. insured. 489-2839.
HOUSE & ROOF
WASHING
Experience and
Professional Equipment.
Quality work at
a reasonable price.
Insured.
527-5974
LAWN and trattor service,
rotor tilling, finish mowing,
driveways and lawn mowing. (270)559-1248 or
(270)437-46_57
LAWN Mowing 10 years
service also specializing in
shrub and tree trimming
other services available
upon request. Quality
affordable
at
service
pnces.(270)753-0462
LAWN Mowing Service
dependable, free estimates...43E263E_
MOODY'S Mower Repair
pick-up & deliver. 753-

tilling, blade work, bush
hogging. Free estimates
Gerald L. Carroll, owner.
492-6159 or 293-0163
D.G.
Landscaping &
Nursery
'Mulching
'Trimming
'Mowing
'Parking Lot Sweeping
435-4431
DAVES Lawn Care
Residential & Commercial
'Mowing
"Gutter Cleaning
'Shrub Trimming
•Sm Tree Trimmings
Quality Service & Affordable Prices, Free Estimates Call David (Home)
(Mobile)
270-395-9915
519-2382
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Care Service
'Mowing .New Lawn
Establishment 'Seeding
'Fertilizing 'Weed Control
.Mulching •Bushogging
'Grader Blade Work
Bob Wallace
753-6491

MOWING & Trimming preyards
big
fere,
(27%436-2505
MOWING and trimming,
small to large yards within
Murray area. Steve 7679178
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645
ROOFING: For all your
roofing needs call Danny
Paschall, 492-8500

Horoscopes

roommate on a pedestal. Work in the
here and now in order to achieve success.
May 5, 2004:
Express your playfulness
Tonight
especialOften, how you see yourself —
23-Sept 22)
(Aug
VIRGO
ly professionally or your community
your objectives might not
Clearly,
*
*
*
making
time
your
Take
image — be off
or associates
co-workers
of
those
match
al
decisions about work and interperson
You might decide that others are in la-la
relationships You could choose to feel
land Base your actions on reality and
deceived, but the truth lies closer to the
what is true for you. Examine mutual
fact that you haven't done your homeinterests and home in on the details later
work, or perhaps you have been walking
You find others hazy at best Tonight
around with your rose-colored shades on.
Vanish home
Be more realistic about options that sur(Sept 23-Oct 22)
LIBRA
play
to
others
Encourage
life.
your
round
You could be dealing with
*
**
you
If
devil's advocate more frequently.
under a false haze. Also, how
finances
are single, don't count on a relationship
personal matter could be the
a
see
you
your
enjoy
will
You
being long-term.
d thinking. Avoid
rose-colore
of
effect
dating life, especially through the sumrisks Use the later part of the day to
mer. If you are attached, don't point the
work out problems through conversafinger at your sweetie. Take responsibiliand tracking events and informations
ty for what goes down. Relate more indition. Tonight. Chat the night away
vidually. SAGITTARIUS helps you zero
' SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21)
in on what you want
* * * * You wake up feeling your
Wheaties, though somehow you stumble
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
others Be gracious and thoughtful
into
itive,
4-Pos
5-Dynamic;
Have:
when dealing with a family member and
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
those in' your immediate circle You
might not like everything you'hear Take
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You could be startled by some- a strong hand with finances Tonight'
one else's thinking this morning, but this Treat yourself
could change rapidly Putting an empha- SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
sis on goals could be disappointing but ** You might want to think through a
problem on your own. Information could
might take you to a new level. Reach out
be distorted, but so could your thinking
for someone at a distance whom you care
Do what you need to do to check out
about. Tonight: Think "vacation "Think
your sources and hunches. You won't get
"Memorial Day weekend"
a clear perspective until late in the day
Photo provided TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** You wake up to a mixed bag_ You Tonight Indulge yourself.
John Williams tosses a ball to grandson Nick Adams dur- and/or those around you have expecta- CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. l9)
balling a nice day at the Murray-Calloway County Park
tions that cannot happen Clear through *** You might be deceiving yourself
the confusion, allowing others to share about how much you will need to spend
fields.
more of themselves. Discuss problems Key in to where the problem might lie
Avoid making monetary commitments
with one person at a time. Tonight: Work
until you have a better sense of where
as a team.
your funds will be going Tonight. Take a
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
check
for yourself
to
night
that
ready
work
disease
this
into
fight
Proceed
*
help
can
*
*
May is ALS Awareness Month,
30,000 out information or a wild idea. You might AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)
as
many
as
afflicts
month,
the
and
*** Visualize, but don't consider your
The ALS Association will be Americans each year. For more be disappointed that an idea is not as
ideas grounded just yet Test out consolid as you would like. Work on filling
lighting the way for a treatment and information about
cepts with someone whose opinion you
in
later
out
you
seek
Kentucky
Others
on
gaps.
the
Associati
in
ALS
The
cure for amyotrophic lateral sclerovalue, preferably a person who doesn't
a the day. Tonight: Just don't be alone.
sis (ALS), also known as Lou Chapter and its mission to find
agree with you. Meetings provide
always
with CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Gehrig's disease. Across the nation, cure for and improve living
more feedback. Tonight: Take a midweel.
you
what
of
more
Visualize
*
*
*
*
*
The ALS Association's Chapters ALS, call Carol Caskey, Executive
or break
at want; listen to feedback a partner
19-March 2(i)
will be spreading the word to their Director, 859-294-0223 or e-mail
gives you. Understand that you PISCES (Feb.
associate
*** . You might not be sure of' your
local communities that each person alsacaskey@aol.com.
willing
Be
ideas.
right
the
all
have
don't
facts. Repave recent groundwork, realizto exchange and brainstorm with others.
ing what might need to be done in order
Extreme feelings come out in a partnerto handle an issue that involves work
necessary
as
late
as
Work
Tonight:
ship.
Don't listen to office gossip .Find the
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) .
if you can Later today, you'll
experts,
*** Dealing with others couldi?dfrusa better perspective Tonight Out
gain
work
to
able
be
not
might
trating, as they
late
on facts and insist on visualizing. You
also could be putting a family member or

May is ALS Awareness Month

CCMS Student of the Month

STUDENTS OF THE MON

UGLY ROOF STAINS
A WA Y.

III 1111%
!

NOW

&MAO

(270)753-1916

1968

ASK ABOUT cIFF1'10.41E VV ARRAN TV

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

See Web Site for Discounts
VVVVVV.ARBROOF.0OM

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Photo provided

Murray Ledger & Times

Look Not New Roof

Roof-13rite

Check us out
on the Web!

The Place to Start....

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs you
don't have time for. Painting, plumbing, electrical,
all remodeling for your
home or business.
293-5438

www.murrayledger.com
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Calloway County Middle School's sixth grade Students of
the Month for the month of March are Jared Harrison, Karissa Wilcox, Jordan Henson, and Brittnee Deitz. These students were chosen because of outstanding character, work
habits, behavior, and cooperation with their peers and teachers.

Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
Cataract & Laser Surgeon
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel

MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

12701 753-6272

12701 251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

3RDlean
junk

Global Mortgage Link, LLC
-Home Ownership Made Easy"
•Zero-down Great Rates
•3% and 500 down. fixed/variable
•Investment Property
• Refinancing and Consolidation
• Home Equity - 2nd Mortgage Refinancing up to 12r,
• Many Other Loan Programs

12701 753-7407
Owned & Operated in Murray since 1997

•

3Mc4.5icjs ft13€65t 17*MrC<It.o/t
Z7

CMA Music Festival

0% FOR 36
MONTHS*
Utility Vehicle 4x2
• 18 HP Honda Engine
- 1200 lb. Payload Capacity

s6699 save $300
Now more affordable
than everlt

(formerly Fan Far)

June 10-13, 2004
Downtown Nashville, TN
Utility Vehicle 4x2
• 18 HP Honda Engine
• I 200 lb. Payload Capacity

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Purchase 4 Day Tickets:
I. Visit www.ticketmaster.com to buy online

2. Visit www.CMAFest.com
3. Call Toll-free at 1-800-CMA-FEST
TICKET PRICES: $145.00 and $125.00
Plus applicable service and convenience charges

'6299 save $300
adet.com
www.cubc
for more information.

GREAT BRANDS. GREAT PRICE('
TRACTORS STARTING Al Sclicso
CubCacisti:
0v

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
Murray
(270) 753-2925
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TUESDAY, MAY 4, 2004

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Classifieds

www.murrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Fax: 753-1927
ADJUSTMENTS
AirMeteors ass reikassts0 sodied., me test
reenon ol mew ads lot any ono, Murray
Ledger& Texts aw be responskie lof only one
110We/0 rienlOn Any error shout!be reponed
immediately so axredions can be made
DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday ..
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

11 a.m.
Mon. 11 a.m.
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wed. 11 a.m.
Wed 5 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Murray I edger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice
AU reel enter ehertlyed herein 15 subyect to dr Federal Fau
HisaungA t, fish maluis it illegal its advertise any preference, kinltabon of tlecnilullioon based on rate ,okx, rleas.set, handicap,
familial status Jr national ungui, or intention to make arty such pre
tenses linutanurts or disc-mune ton
Stir laws tortnd de,nnuriation in the sale rental or advertising ol
real(-Ale based on a ton in addition to those protected under federal law
tew w ill knowingly iccep4 any adv ertarig for real estate which snot
vi oLition ot the law All persons ate hereby informed that all
dwellings advertsed are available in art equal opportunity basis
i
::s
.
1,x further assounce with Fair' Housing Advertising te
requirements ,untad NAA Counsel Rene P Milan.
170.1 MN 1000

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
196
200
210
220
260
270
290
265
300
320
3)3
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Mowry Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Homo Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 4 Suppiles
Livestock 4 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Leese

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lees Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV $
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Venicies
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

1 )1 •-• 11 AY A 1 )",,
$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
I

AtI 3 Ad. A41..1 Iii,, 6Stthonit Oay

PrI11.114

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE All AND II WILL APPEAR QN
DIE WEBSITE Al NQ EXTRA CHARGE.
1 1 N. 1 \I)--.
88.00 First Day - 20 war.s or ess
Over 20 words 8.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day.
$2.75 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$2_50 extra for blind box ads.
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

er Jackson
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennif
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
020

020
Notice

Notice

060
Help Wanted

r

ilinlWant to Buy

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

375
commerical prop. for rent

320
Apartments For Rent

Farms For Sale

470
Motorcycles & ATV's

02' YZ85 Yamaha dirt bike
100 acres (+-) Joins WildFOR rent or lease. Re
NOW LEASING
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We 2BR East of Murray de
stored Historic Lott Office cat Campground excellent like new. (270)753-8156
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at posit and references re
or (270)293-3782
spaces overlooking Court hunting, county water,
We accept Section
pets.
No
quired.
753-3633
&
hardpine
Good
power.
Brick
floors,
Oak
01'
Harley Sportster cusSquare.
vouchers.
8
(270)489-2506
CASH paid for
tom, 883cc, pearl white,
walls, can be seen at 100 wood timber $1200 per
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
16X80.
99'
rent
or
sale
For
good, used guns.
M-F acre 270-871-2834
upstairs.
lots of extras. Have to
N.4th
902 Northwood Dr
on .6 acre, $450/month
Benson Sporting Goods,
- Tobacco Supplies - Mulch
call
Or
see! Low miles 7,500.
9:00-4'00
Monday,
rent. Rosemary Risner
519 S. 12th, Murray.
Acreage
489-2167
753-6669..,7
- Lava Rock - Fertilizer
Wednesday, Friday.
270-210-4756
2001 Yamaha YZ with exPhone 759-4984.
- Ornamental & Shade Trees
Now accepting
approx
USED Fork Lift Tanks. NICE 2B8 mobile home
LARGE
new
like
tras,
Housing
Equal
is
pasture,
most
Acres
20
applications for
for rent or sale. No pets.
- Garden Seed - Lawn Seed - Sod
B&B Brokers.
5,000 sq ft 520 S 4th St.
Opportunity
Well (270 753-7701
frontage.
ft
road
543
(27n)751-43R9
753-9866
Formerly Wholesale Tire
TDD #1-800-648-6056
2 BR 2 bath
Store Hours: Mon.-Frt. 7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Hostesses &
deposit kept 16X60
WANT to buy: Junk Car
plus
$750
Used Cars
metal
40X34
&..
mobile
Sot. 7:30 a.m.-1000 a.m.
APTS.
OAKS
RED
Servers
(270)
and Trucks. Call
753-1513 or 759-4-874
Located
garage.
&
shop
Special
435-4415
Apply in person
474-2540 or 293-6199 Six
380
minutes from KY Lake in 2001Chevy
Lumina
$100 Deposit
616 N. 12th Street days a week_
sale
for
LOT
Pets & Supplies
County. 73,000 mi (270) 767-9744
Calloway
$280
From
1BR
4
mowers,
riding
SCORE- WANTED
S'PORTABLE
$75,500. Call SUE WYNN, 1960 Chevy Bel-aire, 4-dr,
2BR From $325
BOARDS has positions wheeler, go carts that
estate
Real
Johnson
DOG Obedience.
Today!
Call
good condition. $1,600.
436-2867
work.
needs
career
for
available
1-888-933-9019
Master Trainer.
753-8668.
Call after 4pm. (270)
minded individuals with
150
460
436-2858.
437-3862.
VERY nice roomy 2BR 2
Ankles
/Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY
superior people skills as a
1 Bedroom apartments, al
Homes For Sale
510
bath w/garage. All applianSale
For
will
you
.
Associate
Sales
appliances at the Oaks
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays!
ces, 1 yr lease 1 month
Campers
be working with new and
. Coleman RE.
Apartments
3BR 1 1/2 bath carport
de sit. No pets 753-2905
Starting May 1st Until Season End
existing customers primar759-4118.
20X20 great room covered 16 Foot self contained
Hotin8a.m..1 p.m.
ily by telephone and Interdeck. 3 car detached ga1 BR furnished or unfurtravel trailer, sleeps 6.
office.
net from our Murray
4 p.m. • 6 p.m.
rage 1 mile from city limits
$225 month, low
nished
1978 Chevy Suburban,
upbeat, confiare
you
If
0638
(270)767pets.
no
270-753-5410
utilities,
Ready to Go! $2250 for
2BR lba near Goldwate
dent, enjoy working with
BY Owner: 4 Bedroom, 1 both (270)753-3230 leave
(270)753-3949
or
family
g
small
outstandin
for
have
perfect
people,
1220 Hopkins Road
big message
workshop,
Bath.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtwo people. Deposit and
phone skills and want a
753-0249
yard 561 900 753-4109
starting at
Murray
town
2000 Mallard 26f1, slidereferences required. No
rewarding career, please
FOR Sale: 2BR 2 bath exto play slot s20(Vme 751-4109
out, travel trailer. Hitch inpets. (270)489-2506
apply.- We otter excellent DO you like
lot,
acre
1
mobile
060
cellent
furnished.
apts.
for
3br
1-2,
fish
020
$12,000
cluded,
pay with a bonus incentive machine and/or
St.
Vine
1416
House
2BR
Dexter
or
Rd,.
Morris
Help Wanted
Notice
both for free. near MSU. 753-1252
(270 762-0993
plan and a competitive catfish. Do
498-8542
(731)
pets
No
Contact Berniece
753-0606_
1020
To place your ad $32,500.
benefit package_ Send re- Call (270)748seParson Coldwell Banker
1BR 1 bath C/H/A all ap- 3BR 2 bath like new,
FREE BOOTH SPACE
sume to: S'portable Score- L P Gas Refills. Special
garages,
call
12701753-1651
pliances 1 yr lease 1 mo curity system
AVAILABLE. Tooters Anboards, Attn: Human Re- new 20 lb. cyl. $21.95
pets fireplace. 7.5 miles. ColeNo
KY LAKE SUBDIVISION
deposit.
(270)
Brokers
B&B
downlocated
Dr,
Mall
tique
sources, 106 Max Hurt
man RE (2701759-4118
WITH VIP 1994 Red & white
taking
FRONT
now
is
LAKE
905
12701753-2
753-4389
16
cur753-19
town Hazel, KY is
Murray KY 42071
175hp, inboard 19' boat
3BR 2 bath spacious duELEC&
Oaks
DOCK
.
an
BOAT
for
appliances
ns
all
applicatio
1BR
collectirently renting dealer space
Employment Nascar and UK
SUMMER
hours
location all
sale. Low
for
great
plex,
suites
master
2
TRIC.
759-4118
.
Experienced
bles going out of business agartrnInts
and offering the first
Opportunity! Great Work
$11,000
7903 or
9372
(270)293(270)753apps.
w/Ja1
baths
3
all
apall
7BR in
apt available,
Technician.
month rent FREE. We are
Environment on Kentucky sale. Everything in store 1BR
cuzzi. Lg LIR WI fireplace. 01' Duracraft 14'x4, 25 hp
Get pliances furnished. Mur- 1270)753-7813
certain after you try us you
Lake!! Horsemanship Di- 1,2 off sticker prices.
430
Must be state
C/H/A
3BR
HAZEL
D/R large kitchen with 2 Johnson, 34 lb troll back
early r.a1 Realty 753-4444
will like us No hassle, just
rector, Horsemanship In- your Chnstmas gifts
Real Estate
licensed certified to
$400/month lease & des, 2 stoves. All depth finder. $1.400 obo.
Ask
.
refrigerator
apartments
Every1BR-4BR
savings.
sales
great
structor, Archery Director, at large
do termite
days. posit (270)492-8526
appliances stay sunroom 489-2167.
Supervisor, Din- thing in Murray 500 N. 4th about move in free
(270)492-8175
Aquatics
overlooking Lake 2 car at- 19FT Bass Boat 200
NICE 2BR 2 bath, no pets
treatment in the state
Bell f1oleman RF 759-4118
ing Hall Steward, Kitchen St. and Paris 1801
SEALED bids for upkeep
3293 FOR Auctions Contac tached garage 30X40 bo- horse
Johnson
(270)753to
$600/mo
close
duplex
bedroom
2
of KY. Apply in person
go.
Must
Ave.
Manager, Cook. For more
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
of Bethel Cemetery Deadnus room. 30X40 boat (270)753-8659 Can be
MSU stove, refrigerator, after 5pm
Rt. 121 N.
St.
1604
160
Matt
at
contact:
information
527d
Stubblefiel
or
Roger
line is May 8. 2004 12 00
hookup.
storage basement beauti- seen at 307 Wocrilawn,
washer/dryer
Home Furnishings
Roberts @ 759-0869 or
2931
Noon Send to Judith
fully landscaped with circle 98 Ranger 487vs, loaded
435-4114
5325
Rentals
Storage
Walker
Grant
Lamb 543 Temple Hill Dr EXPERIENC
drive. Gentle slope to the with 2 low range graphs,
2, 2BR apts Northwood
354-9563.
WWW.TROTTERS
needed,
A;rrn KY 42(120
GREAT Get Away or per- Lake (270) 354-9008
motor guide, trolling moarea All appliances furhiring
now
Pen
Bull
P.COM
The
7
WOODSHO
(270)898-4
manent home close to REDUCED 3BR lbath tor, 200 h.p. Johnson
Call 293-6968
nished
nea
ng,
Warehousi
A&F
bar
servers,
cont
d
experience
HELP Wanted .
753-0249
ap- close
downtown venom, stainless steel
to
2BR NEAR MSU
$20-50 Lake Access. Located
MSU
180
struction $300-$500 per tenders, and dishwashers.
kept.
prox. 9 miles east of Mur- S411.900 080A35,411_4_ prop,
garage
759-4118.
RE
Coleman
668
(270)753-7
Lawn & Garden
week Must be depend- Apply in person between
or
on a nice shady, just SALE/RENT
247-1766
ray
2ba
$14,500.
3br
C/H/A
Duplex
2BR.,
2-4pm 110 S 5th St
able 1270)492-8488
double w/extra toorn, large deck, 559-5220.
lot
acre
2
under
Coleman RE 759-4118.
MURRAY Store and Lock
IMMEDIATE opening for TRAVEL USA National TOPSOIL We will load.
ar with brick lakeview, lake access.
530
Ln 2-3BR, 1 presently has units availa- wide/modul
Receptionist/Book- firm now hinng 18-24 girls Call for an appointment. 901 Sunny
and 2 porches. 3 bedroom Hamlin (270)436-2294 afcarport,
Services Offered
room,
utility
bath,
ble. 753-2905 or 753- with walk in closets, 3
keeper. Must be friendly and guys to work and (270 753-9274
ter 6pm (270)753-4390
$475
hinng
$500
US
7536.
the
Extravel
me.
with.
sales')
talk
yard
TIRED of
and easy to
bath, living room w,'fire M-F 9-4.00pm
1102 Pogue 2BR, 1 bath,
too Sandra D's diner perience in Ouickbooks, bonus. 2 weeks training, 2
place and gas logs, family
436-2867 Joe's Small En
wwwkyfsbodirect.corn
or
753-3415
Call
$350
Bid/Buy Every Tues. new Excel and access a must. paid vacations, transportaroom w/fire place, dining Online directory of local
gine Repair. Free pick
AGE
MINISTOR
PREMIER
753-7123
nice size for
item High BicliBuys- 94 Apply in person to Auto- tion furnished return guar
room and
up/delivery.
bath BEAUTIFUL brand new
2
control
3BR
climate
16X80
•Inside
past- TiIPS thin Friday
mated Direct Mail 87 anteed. If your enthusiasNew roof in 2002, sale by owner houses.
kitchen.
storage
437-4465
2BR apartments extremly
436-5141 A AFFORDU Pick We pick starting Spruce Street Suite B. tic, eager to earn while
good well and septic in Browse listings or adver•Security alarmed
KY42071 you learn, and want to 2000 Fleehvood 28X52 nice 2 bath, large living
ABLE HAULING. Clean
Murray
May 1 St through season iM
2u7o53-888
1998 very easy cooling tise with pics and descripclean
&
•Safe
apEvery
travel. Then don't wait to 1.19 acres, emaculate room & kitchen.
signs
follow
out garages. gutters, junk
Korksey
and heating. Priced under tion. No commission. Call
boxes!
sell
•We
at condition. $55,000 Call pliance furnished. C/H/A,
Teresa
& tree work
(270 489-6130
$50,000 Nights and week- 767-9308 for info.
NOW Hiring for all posi- call
•We rent U-Hauls
large patio, storage includ(270)753-4210 or
ends
tions, for all shifts. Apply (270)753-1123. For your 12701536-3598
753-9600.
- 98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2 ed. No pets. 1 year lease,
Day (270)753-6118
In person Ca Sonic Drive- future career. Monday-Fh
required S595/mo
deposit
only
moved.
be
00pm
Must
9:00am-5.
bath.
da
Street.
In. 217 S. 12th
91,4,1190 "4 ,."'t ,05.4
11111111-1.11111
w
—xTrelr
••ve•
$17,500 759-2316 or Shroat Developer 7591
t
Na Phone Calls Please_
FOUND Brown bag left a
1772
753-4022
part-time
hiring
yard sale, 294 Robertsor NOW
CLAYTON Home In Cam759-1680 needed housekeepers &
nice,
(Day)
rd
EXCEPTIONALLY
den, TN is selling the
(Night) office help for America's
ext 1156
large, 2 bedroorn, duplex.
for
lot
the
on
Homes
15
Show
Paradise Resort Pick-up WAITRESS Express
492-8533 after 5PM
Excellent location. All apgreatly reduced prices
applications at Coldwell years 270)436-2505
pliances including washer
JUST give us a call.
Come see us today & pick
Banker 414 S 12th St
& dryer. 270-759-5885 or
we'll be glad to help,
We
home.
dream
your
out
Murray KY
270-293-7085
Your loved one we'll
THREE ACRE MINI TRACT
take care of the financtng.
OTR Drivers home most
try to find.
Oaks Rd. Fenced area with Stable and
off
9429
Located
(7311584immediate AT home mom in Haze
Cause we all have Furry weekends,
ApartView
Additional acreage available. Restricted
FORREST
Barn.
Tobacco
ANALYCREDIT
openings Run Midwest providing childcare to FREE
or Feathered Friends,
St.,
16th
N.
1213
Ments
and gas utilities. Call for your private
water
with
an
up
area
needs. SIS. Call and set
and South Lanes, No meet
your
Here at the
now accepting applicalocation or additional three acre tracts.
this
today.
of
nt
showing
appointme
Average
Freight.
Touch
(270)492-6342
Ledger 8 Times,
tions for 2br townhouses,
Paul Garland 753-2905 or 293-8595.
1-800-533-3568,
New
2200-2500 mpw
Will
$360/
EXPERIENCED:
rent
INVENTORY Reduction basic
Health Insurance Plan.
bedroom
clean up after new conSale. We have 5 models month.One
Paid Vacations. and 401K
Call
struction, remodeling, be$330/month.
inat
selling
are
A
we
Class
that
nts
Requireme
Leave Mesfore and after renters,
753-1970.
awean
for
voice. Looking
CDL. Two years OTR,
windows.
floors.
-y
some deal than visit Keith sage.
clean MVR Mini age 23,
Valerie.
436-5914.
HAZEL Apartments
ATTENDANTS MODELS 800-886-7633 ext 126 at
Baker Homes and SAVE,
Cleaning
s for
NEEDED- Paradise Club Bestway Express. Inc HOUSE
SAVE, SAVE, SAVE. Now taking application
based
505
Rent
(270)436-2
units.
2br
&
1
no
facility,
naturist
1-600-533-3568.
& Spa.
EOE IN 042604
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
impairexperience necessary, will PAINTERS Wanted: Local
SUMMER
KEITH Baker Homes is on income. Mobility
Phone
.
train Earn up to $1.000 painting contractor is reTUTORING
Order by 11 am. &
now selling Southern En- ment accessible
& Thurs
per week Call (270) 247- cruiting experienced pro- Keep learning momentum
Cleaning"
ergy Homes. Call us to- 492-8721 Mon
in
ize
pick up next day.
Special
"We
No.
1140
day or visit the Paris TN 10-12am TDD
fessional painters Must going for your student.
Equal
6056.
1-800-648Homes
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
for
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile
location
CALVERT City firm seeks have at least 4yrs expen- •1-1 Instruction
.
Opportunity
Housing
Ennchment
in stock.
•RemediaV
3568.
Cleaning
1-800-533details
call
Please
•Brick •All External
chemist with instrumenta- ence
LIVE Oak Apts.
Keith Baker Homes is a
tion knowledge Please (270)753-6895 leave mes- .Certified/Experience
Available
Cleaning
.Acid
#1 & #2 available in most colors
Newly Remodeled
leading retailer in manufax resume to Bob Auer- sage No walk-in applica- REASONABLE RATES
Lots & Driveways
•Parking
Water
Hot
Use
•We
$29000
ATION
1BR
CONSOLID
FREE
now
and
5070
homes
tions accepted
factured
bach at(2701395Call Metal Mall
2BR $340 00
0)767-9585
Phone (270)767-0313
otters MODULAR HOMES
EARLY child care centers PURYEAR Nursing home
David Borders
00
$425
3BR
1-800-909-9064 • 270-24.740,tt
Call today for details
(270) 527-7176
are looking for full/pan has a position open for
special for
deposit
$100
3568
guide
to
ls
1-800-533time professiona
certified nursing assistant
qualified applicants
children ages birth through and weekend RN Contact
and a
Land
NEED
Also accepting applicaafter school Child devel- Anita L711)247-1205 FOF
in
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price'
Home? Clayton Homes
tions for fall
opment knowledge re- SAFETY advisors $2500 ESTABLISHED local busi- Camden, TN has land
Sure To Shop — Before You Buy
Be
Office hours 8-2
Convenquired Apply at 109 S
month, manager trainee's ness for sale
available in several coun-Fri
Mon
inquiries
serious
ience/gas
15th SL Murray
$3000 month Company
ties Come see us today Call today for appointment
Contact Pat at
VISA
EVENING 8 Weekend Will train Call M-F 9am- only
your land/borne packfor
753-9221
Properties
dishwasher please apply 1prn only, 1-1300-578-8799 Grey's
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
We take care of the
age!
in person at Sirloin Stock- SPORTMAN'S ANCHOR (270)759-2001
NICE 2br Duplex, carport.
(across from Memorial Gardens)
financing (731)584-9429
no pets. 753-7457 or
MARINA needs part time
ade
120
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
We've
REPO'S Repo's
436-6357,
MURRAY Calloway Tran
store clerk with cash regisComputers
Cash, Visa Mastercard also 12-24-36 month hnancmq
check
and
Come
got'em
for
.
looking
ter, calculator experience
sit Authority is
2 bath apthe selection today! We VERY nice 28R
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
that nght person to be part fishing & boating knowlfurnished C/H/A I
pliances
fidifferent
several
have
MDM COMPUTERS
of our Team Position edge helpful Call dunng
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
year lease 1 month denancing options available
A. Certified Technician
Part-time Dnver For more the week only 900 to
pets
Quality Doesn't Carry A High Prit.t.,
No
Where
posit
Clayton Homes, Camden,
On site service
call 4 00pm to arrange for ininformation
(270)753-2905
9429
TN
(731)584759.3556
(270)753-9725 To apply terview and lob application
607 Poplar Suite B
(270)354-6568

LYNN GROVE
FEED 86 SEED

icuilding

cycsc,c3c,c3e5c•ocoas
WRIGHT FARMS NICK

Classifieds
Office Open

NOW OPEN '

Trotter's Wood Shop
& Design Store

STRAWBERRIES
05(.%)05rkr.5o5o03c,c..5r,ric-%5e.3

733an •5ram
Mon • Fri

ii

SERVALL

I

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units Available
•Now Have Climate Control

753-3853

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services

Roofing -Meta(

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
se Be Here
For Only
$250°° Per Month!

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

David's Home
Improvement

Murray Siding

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists

8z-' Window Co.
* Vinyl Siding
*Replacement Windows
* Metal &Shingle Roofing
* Beautiful Sunrooms &
Screen Rooms

Batter Up!

Remodeling & Plumbing

*Garages
* Barns
* Extenor Restorahon
Services
* Licensed & insu red

David Gaiiimore, Owner
Will Du Insurance Work
Ma•tet dud

c pled

731-247-5422

Corey Huie 270-293-9858

WAL'TERS
CONTRACTING

FREE MOWING!!*

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters.
753-2592.

Full Service Lawn & Landscape Maintenance
***Quality of the Amish"
'Flexible Pricing
•All Work Guaranteed
'References Available

WANTED: Lawns to mow.
Reliable 753-7779 leave
message
YARDS to mow, all yards
push mowed. Call 7538101

***A Company You Can Trust***

Call (270)293-8923 or (270)345-2082
.

1

1

•First mowing free!

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL

Worm's Turf & Trees

Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113

Lynn Grove, Kentucky

Ornamental & Shade Trees

156

Sod Installation • Pickup • Delivery

uslite,

Office (270) 435-4083

00.

Jeremy Workman • Richard Price

exiew
530
Services Offered
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44
00.
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Services Offered

492-8688 Roof Repairs
New Roofs, all types 29
Call
years experience
Carters
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING ,all around clean-up,
gutters, tree work 4362867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-78.60 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower
repair, Tune-up specials.
Pick-up/ Delivery. Work
guaranteed. 436-2867
ALAN'S PAINTING
Bring in the Spring with
professional interior/exterior painting reasonable
rates. Free estimates! Satisfaction Guarantee! 731593-5155
ALL CARPENTRY Readditions,
modeling,
sun
docks,
porches,
rooms, roofing, sagging
floors, termite & water
damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
ANY ELECTRICAL need,
new, old or trouble. Call
LicAinsurance
Ken,
(270)753-7091
APPLIANCE Repair Service & Parts. Installation
available. 270-293-8726 or
759-5534 Chuck Van Buren

Dozer work & Track hoe
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
finishing,
CONCRETE
sidewalks, patios, driveways, free estimates
(270)435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor, work
tilling, bade work, bush
hogging. Free estimates
Gerald L. Carroll, owner.
492-6159 or 293-0163

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract.
Contact at 270-753-9503
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured_ 489-2839.
HOUSE & ROOF

WASHING
Expenence and
Professional Equipment.
Quality work at
a reasonable price.
Insured.
527-5974
LAWN and trattor service,
rotor tilling, finish mowing,
driveways and lawn mowing. (270)559-1248 or
(270)437-4657
LAWN Mowing 10 years
service also specializing in
shrub and tree trimming
other services available
upon request. Quality
affordable
at
service
prices. (270)753-0462

D.G.
Landscaping &
Nursery
•Mulching
.Trimming
•Mowing
.Parking Lot Sweeping

435-4431
DAVES Lawn Care
Residential & Commercial
*Mowing
.Gutter Cleaning
•Shrub Trimming
•Sm Tree Trimmings
Quality Service & Affordable Prices, Free Estimates Call David (Home)
(Mobile)
270-395-9915
519-2382

9178
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645_
ROOFING: For all your
roofing needs call Danny
Paschall. 492-8500
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Horoscopes

by Jacqueline Bigar

on a pedestal. Work in the
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, roommate
in order to achieve success
now
and
here
May 5, 2004:
your playfulness.
Express
Tonight.
Often, how you see yourself- especialpt. 22)
23-Se
(Aug.
,,VIRGO
community
your
or
lly
ly professiona
might not
objectives
your
Clearly,
*
*
*
making
image - be off Take your time
associates
or
co-workers
of
those
match
decisions about work and interpersonal
You might decide that others are in la-la
relationships You could choose to feel
Base your actions on reality and
land
the
deceived, but the truth lies closer to
what is true for you. Examine mutual
fact that you haven't done your homeinterests and home in oh the details later
work, or perhaps you have been walking
You find others hazy at best. Tonight:
around with your rose-colored shades on.
Vanish home.
Be more realistic about options that surLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
round your Iiie. Encourage others to play
* * * You could be dealing with
devil's advocate more frequently. If you
under a false haze. Also, how
finances
p
relationshi
a
on
count
don't
are single,
personal matter could be the
a
see
you
your
being long-term. You will enjoy
effect of rose-colored thinking Avoid
dating life, especially through the sumthe later part of the day to
mer. If you are attached, don't point the - risks. Use
through conversaproblems
out
work
ifinger at your sweetie. Take responsibil
tions and tracking events and informaty for what goes down. Relate more indiTonight. Chat the night away
vidually. SAGITTARIUS helps you zero tion.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nos 21)
in on what you want
* * * * You wake up feeling your
Wheaties, though somehow you stumble
You'll
Day
of
Kind
The Stars Show the
4-Positive; into. others Be gracious and thoughtful
5-Dynamic;
Have:
when dealing with a family member and
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
those in Your immediate circle You
might not like everything you hear. Take
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
somestrong hand with finances Tonight
a
by
startled
be
could
****_You
one else's thinking this morning, but this Treat yourself.
could change rapidly. Putting an empha- SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
sis on goals could be disappointing but ** You might want to think through a
problem on your own. Information could
might take you to a new level. Reach out
be distorted, but so could your thinking
for someone at a distance whom you care
Do what you need to do to check out
about. Tonight: Think "vacation "Think
. your sources and hunches. You won't get
"Memorial Day weekend."
a clear perspective until late in the day
20)
20-May
(April
TAURUS
Photo provided
up to a mixed bag. You Tonight: Indulge yourself.
wake
You
**If
durAdams
John Williams tosses a ball to grandson Nick
and/or those around you have expecta- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
at the Murray-Calloway County Park ball- tions that cannot happen. Clear through *** You might be deceiving yourself
ing a nice da
the confusion, allowing others to share about how much you will need to spend
fields.
more of themselves. Discuss problems Key in to where the problem might lie
Avoid making monetary commitments
with one person at a time. Tonight: Work
until you have a better sense of where
as a team.
your funds will be going. Tonight: Take a
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
check
for yourself.
night
to
that
ready
work
disease
into
this
*** Proceed
May is ALS Awareness Month, can help fight
S (Jan 20-Feb. 18)
AQUARIU
30,000
as
many
might
as
You
idea
afflicts
wild
a
or
n
out informatio
and the month,
but don't consider your
Visualize,
**
*
more
For
as
not
be disappointed that an idea is
The ALS Association will be Americans each year.
ideas grounded just yet. Test out confilling
on
Work
like.
would
about
you
on
as
solid
informati
and
lighting the way for a treatment
cepts with someone whose opinion you
The AL$ Association Kentucky in the gaps. Others seek you out later in
cure for amyotrophic lateral sclerovalue, preferably a person who doesn't
a the day. Tonight: Just don't be alone
sis (ALS), also known as Lou Chapter and its mission to find
always agree with you. Meetings provide
22)
2I-July
(June
CANCER
with
Gehrig's disease. Across the nation, cure for and improve living
more feedback. Tonight: Take a midweek
**** * Visualize mci.re of what you
The ALS Association's Chapters ALS, call Carol Caskey, Executive
partner or break.
at want; listen to feedback
(Feb. 19-March 2(l)
will be spreading the word to their Director, 859-294-0223 or e-mail
gives you. Understand that you PISCES
associate
might not be sure of. your
You
*
*
*
local communities that each person alsacaskey@aol.com.
willing
Be
ideas.
don't have all the right.
recent groundwork, realizRepave
facts
to exchange and brainstorm with others.
ing what might need to be done in order
Extreme feelings come out in a partnerto handle an issue that involves work. ship. Tonight: Work as late as necessary.
Don't listen to office gossip Find the
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
experts, if you can Later today, you'll
frusbe
could
others
with
Dealing
***
gain a better perspecti‘e Tonight. Out
trating, as they might not be able to work
late.
on facts and insist on visualizing. You
or
member
family
a
putting
also could be

May is ALS Awareness Month

CCMS Student of the Month

DEPENDABLE Lawn
Care Service

UGLY ROOF STAINS
A WA 11®

•Mowing .New Lawn
Establishment .Seeding
•Fertilizing *Weed Control
'Mulching •Bushogging
•Grader Blade Work
Bob Wallace

Now Look Not New Roof

Roof-Brite®

753-6491

LAWN Mowing Service
dependable. tree estimates 436-2636
MOODY'S Mower Repair
pick-up & deliver. 7535668
MOWING & Trimming preyards
big
fer,
(270)436-2505
MOWING and trimming.
small to large yards within
Murray area. Steve 767-

TUESDAY, MAY 4, 2004

Swoon 1968

DNJ HANDYMAN

FT WOE

ASK ABOUT LIF

We do all the odd jobs you
don't have time for. Painting, plumbing, electrical,
all remodeling for your
home or business,
293-5438

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

See Web Site for Discount-,
VVVVVV.ARBROOF.COM

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.

Check us out
on the Web!
www.murrayledger.com

WARRANTY

Photo provided
Calloway County Middle School's sixth grade Students of
the Month for the month of March are Jared Harrison, Karissa Wilcox, Jordan Henson, and Brittnee Deitz. These students were chosen because of outstanding character, work
habits, behavior, and cooperation with their peers and teachers.

Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
rN
Cataract & Laser Surgeon
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
1270) 753-6272

MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
(270) 251-4545

V7'.

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

)RDlean
junk

Global Mortgage Link LLC
"Home Ownership Made Easy
•Zero-down Great Rate:
• 3°. and 5° down. fixed variable
• Investment Property
• Refinancing and Ccnsolidation
• Home Equity -'2nd Mortgage Refinancing ur tc 125c
• Many Other Loan Programs

(270) 753-7407
Owned & Operated in Murray since 1997

0% FOR 36
MONTHS*
Utility Vehicle 4x2
• 18 HP Honda Engine
• 1200 lb. Payload Capacity

6699 Save $300

CMA Music Festival
(formerly Fart Fair)

June 10-13, 2004
Downtown Nashville, TN
Utility Vehicle 4x2
- 18 HP Honda Fngine
- 1200 lb. Payload Capacity

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Purchase 4 Day Tickets:
1. Visit www.ticketmaster.corn to buy online

2. Visit www.CMAFest.com
3. Call Toll-free at 1-800-CMA-FEST
TICKET PRICES: $145.00 and $125.00
Plus applwahle service and convenience charges.

Save $300
'6299www.cubc
ailet.com
for more information

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
Murray
(270) 753-2925
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Retrograde ejaculation may
follow prostate surgery

•

Husband's sneak attacks could LooldngBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Mayor
mean danger ahead
Bill Cherry showing members of

DEAR ABBY: "Krista in
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 60. weight) could have a vitamin defiJacksonville"
complained that her
ciency'?
surgery
I
Two years ago. required
husband sneaks up behind her when
DEAR READER: I doubt it.
for a benign , prostatic overgrowth.
I'm more intrigued by the possi- she's alone in the house and scares
Since then, when I ejacttlate, no
her. He also
%mitt' comes bility that he may have a thyroid
out ot
appears
other
some
or
anemia
deficiency.
out. Should I
nowhere when
about metabolic abnormality that is causworry
she's in
the
this'? Is it dan- ing the need- for heat. As you may
shower.
You
gerous? Do I know, hypothyroidism reduces the
advised her that
need further sur- metabolic rate, leading to cold intolhis behavior is,
erance. heart, problems, constipagery?
childish and a
DEAR tion, depression and a host of other
touch sadistic -READER: symptoms. If this is your husband's
and told her to
-No" to all three difficulty, it can be easily and inexastounding
with
treated
pensively
questions. ----Dear Abby hang bells on her
Dr. Gott
door frames and
Prostate sur- success using supplemental thyroid
lock
the bathcan
anemia
Similarly,
gery often leads medication.
By Abigail
By
room door.
Van Buren
Dr Peter Gott to a harmless also be treated.
While your
From your brief comments. I
condition called
-retrograde ejaculation" in which conclude that your husband has to answer was good, you may have
the semen is expelled backward into go to excessive extremes just to overlooked something. Sneaking up
the bladder instead of through the remain comfortable. Inasmuch as on someone, especially a spouse,
normal channels. This is not a health the environment is the basis for could be considered a precursor to
haiard and does not affect sexuality , some Marital conflict, I am sure that an abusive relationship. The person
he would agree to see his doctor for doing the sneaking has the control
or require repair.
examination and blood tests. and is doing it to scare the other peran
DEAR DR.GMT:My husband
land I. in our mid-70s, have a real Show him my response to your let- son. I think Krista and her husband
problem over how warm to maintain ter, encourage him to seek medical should get marital counseling. -our house. He keeps the thermostat attention and don't move to Arizona SEEN IT BEFORE IN BOISE
DEAR SEEN IT BEFORE:
at KO degrees, wears a flannel shirt — Yet
wife
I did not consider the husWhile
My
GOTE
DR.
DEAR
wina
opens
neser
and a sweater.
dow and sleeps under an electric and I occasionally enjoy oral sex. band's behavior to be ominous, your
point is worth considering. Read on:
Can this practice lead to mouth canblanket.
DEAR ABBY: My father used to
I roast at )40 degrees; 72 degrees cer? One doctor said it could; anoththe same thing to my mother(and
do
confused.
'I'm
disagreed.
er
is my. max. At night. I have to sleep
me and my siblings) until he caught
DEAR READER: As well you
in the guestroom, where .1 shut the
her off guard one night when she
door, open the window and sleep might be.
nearly slapped him back into the
I am unaware of any medical
like a.baby.
previous week.(She claimed it was
Other people complain that the studies showing that oral sex causes
the
reflex.) He's never sneaked up on
a
including
location,
any
in
cancer
too
is
hot.
house
Is it possible that my husband mouth. This form of sexual expres- any of us again. -- ANDREA IN
BARSTOW, CALIF.
ho is also constipated and over- sion is entirely harmless — unless
DEAR ANDREA: He should
one of the partners has a sexually
have considered himself lucky.
Murruj Newest' I wist
transmitted disease, such as gonorRead on:
rhea or herpes. In this instance, the
and Gift Skopre
DEAR ABBY: It was with a
infection can easily be spread from
knowing smile that I read Krista's
•Green Leaf Candles & Scent
genitals to the mouth. But cancer is
letter. Unfortunately, sneaking up on
• Mary Engetbreit•Home flit o
not a consequence.
tiP
her could put her husband's life in
•Full-Serpi,
Copy right 2004, Newspaper danger. My husband used to enjoy
doing that, too, that is, until one
Enterprise Assn.
I If readers would like to con- evening when I was in the kitchen
tact Dr. Gott, they may send their cutting some meat for dinner, and he
mail directly to Dr. Gott c/o scared me. Without meaning to, I
United Media, 200 Madison Ave., almost stabbed him. Thankfully. I
missed. Needless to say, it hasn't
4th fl., New York, NY 10016.1

DailyComics
l_conicie.c-.)
THEY WERE ALL.114E
BUTTONS I JUST PUSHED
THEM IN THE
WRONG ORDER

-ONi. NEBAT'HROOM IS WAITING
FOR VOU, AND THE CARPOOL.15
14'7%.:AWa.rfiNG Fog vou
'—
,A....14c._
411

C^MIV4a)
ISSAT'S THAT r?

rjibtfi

BEEF 1ERK4 r

— TELL mE.!

rSR OMNI AO

YOtA SAID, -COME FOR COFFEE

TEU. ME
EVERYTH Cr!'

COFFEE AND NIGHPROTEIN., BEEF JERKY!

MOM, IT'S
...
"COFFEE AND 00t4UTS.
"COFFEE AND COEFEECAKE"...
I'M NOT TALKING
FOR BEEF 1ERK1 fr
NO ONE TALKS
FOR BEEF 3ERK`i f.!

-Low cnas7
NO MENTION OF
"LOW BLAB!
0
0

happened again. Ever since that
Murray City Council's long-range
incident, he always announces his
planning committee how the city
presence. As a matter of fact, he can legally annex property west of
kind of reminds me of the old TV
the city. Two property owners, Joe
series where the husband would
Hal Spann and Glindel Reaves, have
walk in the door and holler, "Honey, requested the annexation. The photo
I'm home!" -- MEGAN IN
was by Staff Photographer Stacey
WYOMING
Crook.
DEAR MEGAN: That's one
Jonathan D. Rose of Murray and
way to get your "point" across.
Shannon L. Barnhill of Gurley, Ala.,
DEAR ABBY: My husband also
have been named as "Outstanding
Senior Man and Woman" of the senliked to scare me. One night he
ior class at Murray State University.
came up from behind as I was leavMr. and Mrs. Roy Beane were
ing the bathroom. The hallway light
married 50 years May I.
was off and, not knowing who or
20 years ago
what was behind me, my reaction
Dr. Harold E. Eversmeyer, prowas one of self-defense. I turned
fessor of biological sciences at
and hit as hard as I could.
Murray State University, has been
Ten years have passed since that
honored by being named the 21st
incident, and I recently heard him
recipient of the Distinguished
telling our kids the story of why not
Professor of Year" award by the
-scare
Mama.
to
PATRICIA
EVER
Murray State University Alumni
IN MANHATTAN BEACH
Association.
It
seems
DEAR PATRICIA:
Charles H. Cella, son of Dr. and
you made a lasting impression.
Ronald Cella, has been*named
Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: Regarding the
valedictorian and Jeremy White, son
letter from "Krista in Jacksonville,"
of Dr. and Mrs. Jerrell White, as
and her husband who sneaks up
salutatorian of the Murray High
behind her when she's alone in the
School Senior Class of 1984.
house: I notice she didn't mention
Matthew Tracy Harrington was
why he persists in doing it.
and George Mike Friebel was
third
I used to "surprise" my girlfriend
in the academic standings of
fourth
wasn't
I
like that, but in retrospect,
class.
the
admitting even to myself that I
30 years ago
expected to find her with someone
A half million dollar sewer interelse. -- FORMER TIPTOER IN
ceptor for the southwest part of
GAINESVILLE, FLA.
Murray is under construction and
DEAR FORMER TIPTOER: will probably be completed in early
It would be interesting to know
1975. When completed, the interwhether your fears were justified. ceptor will complete a circuit that
The kind of insecurity you describe
could serve areas in and around the
feeds upon itself, and no amount of city out to Johnny Robertson Road
reassurance can make it go away.

Todavinmstory

ContractBridge
Circumventing a Guess
East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+984
V 103
•A J 8 5 2
1042
EAST
WEST
•K 10 7 5 3.
•J2
•Q6
K 98 5
•10 6 4
•9 3
+1 7 5
+K 9 6 3
SOUTH
A Q6
•A 7 4 2
•K Q 7
+A Q8
The bidding:
North
West
South
East
3 NT
Pass
2 NT
Pass
Opening lead — eight of hearts.
The resourceful declarer is
always on the lookout for a way to
increase his chances of making the
contract. Sometimes these extra
chances are fairly obvious, but at
other times they are more subtle.
Take this case where South was in
three notrump and 'East led a heart.
Declarer ducked the first two hearts
and won the third with the ace as
East discarded a low spade. '
South now cashed five rounds of
diamonds, discarding a club and a
spade on the last two diamonds. East
discarded a second spade and a club,
while West let go a club, a spade and

then another club.
This brought declarer to a crucial
decision — whether to finesse in
spades or clubs for his ninth trick.
With little to go on except that West
had discarded two clubs and only
one spade, he elected to lead a cluks to
the queen, whereupon West won
with the king and cashed two hearts
for down one.
It might appear that South faced a
pure guess as to which finesse to
take, but he could have increased his
chances substantially by altering his
play slightly. Instead of cashing five
diamonds immediately, it would
hase been better to cash only the KQ — leaving the remaining diamonds for later — and then exit with
a heart.
In the actual deal, West wins the
heart and can cash his remaining
heart, but, because he started with
only two diamonds, he then has to
return a spade or a club, sparing
South the guess as to which finesse
to take.
Note that if West happened to
have a third diamond to return after
taking his hearts, declarer would be
no worse off than he was before.
Note further that on the recommended line of play, South makes the
contract even if West has both missing kings — provided, of course, that
he started with no more than two diamonds.

Tomorrow: Weighing the risk factor.
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'635\41 .41t111)
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1 Picture border
4 Butte kin
8 Cave dwellers
12 Function
13 Tennis stadium
14 Kyrgyzstan
range
15 Charge
16 Diamonds
18 Destinies
20 Splits
21 That man
22 Very Irttle
23 Actor Alan —
27 Hostile party
29 Once owned
30 AOL message
(hyph.)
31 Des Moines loc.
32 No gentleman
33 VCR musts
34 Before noon
35 Yell
37 Glamorous
wrap
38 — — carte

CD Ft Et IE-rIIR cr W C.Ft S.lEOD

GIAFtFIEI_EICID
OUR NEIGHBORS ARE
CIRCULATING A PETITION
COMPLAINING ABOUT ALL
THE ANNOYING THINGS
YOU DO

F"E.IN

S.Cii)

I M CALLING ABOUT
YES, MA'AM,'
YOU'VE
.APPARENTLY
MY DO6
SELECTED PIM FOR JURY DUTY,
—1(

41)
.earn

iam

ASK I4ER IF-'\---.
TUEY GIVE
1
FftEE COOKIES ,
I

4r)

• 404 a

NO, MAIAM,I1M NOT CALLING

FOR MYSELF...I'M CALLING
FOR MY DOG... I MINK
TNERE'S BEEN A MISTAKE..

7/

Crosswords
ACROSS

'AM,'
PARKING? NO, MA
IM
NOT CALLING ABOUT PARKING..
I'M ...MELLO? 14ELLO?
YOU DIPNIT
ASK I4ER
ABOUT TWE
COOKIES,.

39 Atbla's horde
40 Repair a seam
41 Sunshine St
42 Reproving
ducks
44 'Catch-22' star
47 Pets
51 Did lunch
52 Tart
53 Spnnkles
54 Meadow
55 Don't go
56 Flatten a fly
57 Holy terror
DOWN
1 Glove
alternative
2 Perplexed
3 Grow molars
4 M, to Einstein
5 Psythie power
6 Wasn't
greedy
7 Hawk's nest
8 Fragrant firs
9 Tavern fare

and will follow the contour of
Clarks River, according to John
Trotter, superintendent of Murray
Water & Sewer System.
Orvin Beach,.67, Kirksey, died
May 2 at 6 a.m. in a traffic accident
on Highway 125 South of Bolivar,
Tenn.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Houck, April 18.
411 years ago
Greg Parrish has been named
valedictorian and Stanley Jewell as
salutatorian of the Murray High
School Senior Class of 1974.
Beverly Brooks was third, Kitty
Ray,'fourth, and Johnny Rose, fifth,
in the academic standings of the
class.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Dunn and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Bynum.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, dean of
graduate school at Murray State
College, spoke on "Can Children
Think Straight" at a meeting of
Kirksey School unit of ParentTeacher Association.
50 years ago
Murray Hospital will have open
house on May 9 from 2 to 5 p.m. in
observance of National Hospital
Week, according to Karl E.
Warming, administrator.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Chaney, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Hafford Gilbert, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Leeamon Futrell,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. George
Satterwhite, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd D. Osborne, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Glen Joyce and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Talmage
Causey.
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10 Pitch
11 Bro 's sibling
17 GI duty
19 Shoe width
22 Roll of bills

Inc

24 Cajun St
25 Radio part
26 — mater
27 Trawl
28 Molokai
neighbor
29 Derby or
fedora
30 A Gabor
32 Divorce issue
33 Pull
36 Put — the
dog
37 Give
38 Caustic
solution
40 Loses traction
41 Eur nation
43 Grad, almost
44 Sec'y
45 Obtect
46 Lowest high
tide
47 Musical notes
48 Perform
49 By means of
50 Flight board
info

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 4, the
125th day of 2004. There are 241
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on May
4, 1904, the United States began
building the Panama Canal.
On this date:
In 1626. Dutch explorer Peter
Minuit landed on present-day
Manhattan Island.
In 1776, Rhode Island declared
its freedom from England, two
months before the Declaration of
Independence was adopted.
In 1886, at Haymarket Square in
Chicago. a labor demonstration for
an eight-hour work day turned into
a riot when a bomb exploded.
In 1927, the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and SPciences was
founded.
In 1932, mobster Al Capone,
convicted of income-tax evasion,
entered the federal penitentiary in
Atlanta.
Ten years ago: Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin and PLO
leader Yasser Arafat signed a historic accord on Palestinian autonomy that granted self-rule in the
Gaza Strip and Jericho.
One year ago: Tornadoes swept
across the Midwest. causing death
and destruction across a wide swath
of eastern Kansas and nearby
Missouri. Police in Iraq's capital
returned to work in force. Pope
John Paul II proclaimed five new
saints before a crowd of I million
people in Madrid.
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